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1.0 Overview
This document provides a summary of work completed by SRA International and its 
subcontractors under the work unit 2313HX07, for the period 01 July 2014 to 08 January 2017
under contract FA8650-09-D-6939-0033. The work conducted under this task order is organized 
by major research efforts as outlined below.

The Suspicion, Trust, and Automation (STA) program included on-site contractor support for 
several Human Insight and Trust (HIT) team laboratories as well as numerous collaborative 
research efforts with external research organizations (subcontractors and consultants). SRA 
personnel provided on-site contractor support to the Mixed Initiative Experimental (MIX) 
laboratory, People and Performance Laboratory (PPL), Operators, Performance, and Cognition 
(OPC) laboratory, and various independent research efforts.

A primary research focus of the STA program involved the concept of suspicion. Several 
theoretical and empirical research studies focused on creating trait and state suspicion measures. 
Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014) reviewed the concept of suspicion and authored a 
definition of state suspicion in information technology (IT) contexts. From this definition, the 
measure of trait suspicion (Suspicion Propensity Index, SPI) was developed by two of the STA 
program’s external researchers, Dr. Odle-Dusseau and Dr. Bobko. The definition of suspicion 
propensity that led to the SPI resulted, in part, from the definition of state suspicion developed by 
Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014). To develop a state suspicion scale, items in the existing 
literature that assessed suspicion (e.g., measures of suspicion, manipulation checks of suspicion) 
were collated by Dr. Bobko and Dr. Odle-Dusseau. These measures are reported in Sections 
three and four. 

A second major component of the STA research portfolio was performed by Dr. Nathan Bowling 
at Wright State University and included several experimental studies aimed at expanding on 
state- and trait-level suspicion. These research efforts included i) changes in state suspicion 
across time, ii) spillover of state suspicion carryover effects across tasks, iii) situational cues and 
trait-level trust in predicting state-level IT suspicion, and iv) cue strength as a moderator of the 
relationship between personality traits and state-level suspicion. The study summarized later in 
this final report examines predictors of state-level IT suspicion and is being finalized for 
submission to a scientific journal. The other research efforts are targeted for publication in 
professional journals and are at various states of readiness (based in part on reviewer feedback).

A third major research effort was conducted by Dr. Leanne Hirshfield (Outerfacing Technology) 
and involved a conceptual demonstration and prototype development of a non-contact functional 
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) device. Recent advancements in biotechnology have resulted 
in brain measurement devices that can non-invasively measure the functioning brain in people’s 
natural environments. The fNIRS technique measures the hemoglobin signatures related to 
neural activation by pulsing near-infrared light into the head, and using powerful light detectors 
to measure the light that is reflected back out of the head. The resulting measures correlate with 
human cognitive and emotional states and can be determined in operational settings. While 
fNIRS implementations for measuring brain function have used source and detection fibers 
which are placed on the head of subjects directly, this research demonstrates that it is possible to 
modify this technology so that measurement of brain function can be done at a distance from the 
user.

2.0 METHODS



2 

2.1 Suspicion (and Related Constructs) Projects
The Suspicion, Trust, and Automation (STA) project included several external research 
organizations (subcontractors and consultants) and numerous research efforts. An on-going, 
general summary of most research efforts performed through the STA research portfolio was 
captured in a living document called the Suspicion (and Related Constructs) Projects (SUPR)
and is presented below. The SUPR facilitated collaboration as a means of informing the team of 
each other’s research activities.

For each research effort, the SUPR contains the title, type, contributors, hypotheses, relationship 
to suspicion, measures of suspicion, and other applications. The remaining sections in the SUPR 
list papers that have been published or are near submission as well as tech reports and other 
products. Note the SUPR was no longer maintained the last several months of the program since 
team collaboration opportunities were less likely.

2.2 Research Portfolio

2.2.1. State suspicion measurement

Title of study/effort: Development of a self-report measure of state suspicion

Effort type: measurement development; theory-driven items; correlational; internal item analysis 
and nomological net analysis

Names associated with study: Bobko, Odle-Dusseau

Central hypothesis(es): A valid measure of state suspicion can be developed, validity to include 
content and construct

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: N/A

Other applications: A 20 item measure was developed and used; modified versions were used; 
modifications include wording of context as well as using only subsets of items (ranging from 3 
to 17); draft tech report exists; includes data from n= 300+ convoy leader study and n=400+ 
trivia task study.

2.2.2. Trait suspicion measurement
Title of study/effort: Development of a self-report measure of trait suspicion; suspicion 
propensity index (SPI)

Effort type: Measurement development; theory-driven items; correlational; internal item analysis, 
nomological net analysis, criterion-related validity

Names associated with study: Odle-Dusseau, Bobko

Central hypothesis(es): A valid measure of trait suspicion can be developed, validity to include 
content, criterion-related, and construct

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: N/A
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Other applications: Two SPIs have been developed (one Likert-based, one situationally based) 
and are being used, particularly the situationally-based measure, in other experiments. A draft 
tech report exists; includes item-level and nomological net analyses based on data from WSU 
(n=500+). Recent validity evidence indicates positive, but small, correlations with initial levels 
of suspicion in the group polarization experiment (n=31). As well, preliminary analysis of Gene 
Alarcon’s trust-in-code study indicates that the SPI predicts initial willingness to use computer
software of varying quality. (See also ‘Criterion validation of the SPI’ below)

2.2.3. Polarization experiment
Title of study/effort: An empirical investigation of the effects of group discussion on the 
polarization of individuals’ levels of suspicion

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Bobko, Odle-Dusseau, Westermann, Kalis

Central hypothesis(es): Suspicion of an object (“object” used here to denote either a person or 
inanimate object) will be influenced by group polarization processes.  More specifically, if
individuals in a group are suspicious of an object, then they will become more suspicious of that 
object after group discussion. A secondary hypothesis is that, somewhat contrary to most 
polarization effects, a single suspicious individual will generate “contagion of suspicion.”

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Research participants watched the 
Levine videos, which induce suspicion. (In these videos, some students cheated and some did 
not. Students are videotaped and asked to try to explain their scores. Participants do not know if 
the target person in each video has cheated or not.)

Other applications: Statistically significantly greater suspicion was found after group discussion, 
particularly when group discussion included a confederate who expressed suspicion. The effect 
sizes were large. Future research could include trust and distrust, strength of personality of a 
group member, and face-to-face versus virtual interaction.

2.2.4. Personality and changes in suspicion
Title of study/effort: An empirical investigation of the role of personality profiles (and other 
individual differences) in predicting changes in state suspicion in IT environments.

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Bobko, Bratt, Hirshfield

Central hypothesis(es): H1. When placed in suspicion-inducing situations while conducting an 
IT work task, increases in state suspicion will be greater for individuals who have higher scores 
on (a) intelligence, (b) creativity, (c) propensity to be suspicious, (d) neuroticism, (e) need for 
cognition, and (f) four personality profiles/signatures developed specifically for this study. 

H2. If the participants are asked to continue the work task but the suspicion-inducing events are 
discontinued, levels of state suspicion will decrease less (if at all) for individuals who have 
higher scores on (a) intelligence, (b) creativity, (c) propensity to be suspicious, (d) neuroticism, 
(e) need for cognition, and (f) the four personality signatures. That is, once their suspicion is 
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aroused, some individuals are likely to remain suspicious for a period of time, regardless of the 
situation returning to baseline.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes.  Participants will engage in a 
web-based search task. Suspicion is induced by screen flashing, slowing down the web access, 
using stilted English on web sites, etc.  As well, the room lighting will be changed or screams 
will be heard from nearby halls, etc.

Other applications: The design is within-subjects so, at some point, the disturbances will be 
removed while participants are engaged in tasks – hence H2 above. Data were collected via web-
based administration.

2.2.5. Criterion validation of the SPI
Title of study/effort: Empirical validation of a self-report measure of trait suspicion; suspicion 
propensity index (SPI)

Effort type: Experimental study using the 11-item situation-based SPI as a predictor of detecting 
phishing attacks when worming on data bases with personal information; factors being 
manipulated include training (2 levels) and type of attack (4 levels)

Names associated with study: Barelka, Bobko, Funke, Mancuso, Odle-Dusseau

Central hypothesis(es): H1. The SPI will predict detection of phishing

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Possibly indirectly. The study might 
also be conducted at UCF with other personal characteristics (e.g., Big 5) as exogenous variables

Other applications: Experiment originally to be conducted at the AF Academy, but got pushed 
back to fit other priorities at the Academy (see also Trait Suspicion Measurement).

2.2.6. IM measurement
Title of study/effort: Predicting Trust, Deception, and Suspicion during Online Interactions with a 
Keylogger

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Hirshfield, Dora, Webster, Bobko, Friedman

Central hypothesis(es): Changes in state suspicion and trust can be measured using information 
gathered with a keylogger. Machine learning models can be built to accurately predict a person’s 
trust and suspicion in their partner based solely on that person’s keylogger data.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes – by introducing a saboteur into 
the group of players after session 1. State suspicion is measured via 18 items from the original 
20-item measure. The study might also be conducted at UCF with other personal characteristics 
(e.g., Big 5) as exogenous variables.

Other applications: Paper being readied for journal publication.
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2.2.7. fNIRS suspicion study
Title of study/effort: Measuring Suspicion in the Brain with Functional Near-Infrared 
Spectroscopy

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Hirshfield, Bobko, Barelka, Bratt

Central hypothesis(es): Changes in state suspicion can be measured using functional-near 
infrared spectroscopy. These brain measurements will relate to several of the hypotheses from 
the Bobko, Barelka, Hirshfield Human Factors paper.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes – by showing text saying "Be 
Suspicious" or "Be Trusting" while subjects viewed video-chats from their partner. State 
suspicion is being measured via 4-5 items modified from the original 20-item measure. Trait 
suspicion is being measured using the SPI. We believe that Theory of Mind (ToM) regions may 
be activated during suspicion. We also did a set of traditional ‘localizer’ ToM tasks in order to 
look for correlations in brain data between the ToM localizer tasks and our suspicion tasks.

Other applications: Ten subjects participated. Data were analyzed and initial draft paper was 
written. 

2.2.8. Phishing Attack and Fake Voice Detection Experiments
Title of study/effort: Measuring the Neural Correlates of Computer-Based Phishing Attacks and 
Phone-Based Voice Phishing Attacks

Effort type: Two separate experiments

Names associated with study: Ajaya Neupane, Nitesh Saxena, Leanne Hirshfield

Central hypothesis(es): The central hypothesis of the paper is that there is significantly different 
brain activity during times of phishing attacks than non-attack times, indicating that people are 
consciously or sub-consciously aware that something is amiss.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes, via a phishing and non-phishing 
condition.

Other applications: Experiment planned following last update to the SUPR (Summer 2016). 

2.2.9. Building a Database of fNIRS Data
Title of study/effort: Building a Database of fNIRS Data for Predicting Emotion, Workload, 
Trust, and Suspicion

Effort type: Series of experiments

Names associated with study: Leanne Hirshfield, Sarah Bratt, Mark Costa, Danushka Bandara
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Central hypothesis(es): We can create a large database of fNIRS data that includes many people 
across many different tasks.  All data will be associated with a level of workload (assessed via 
NASA-TLX) and an emotional state (assessed with the Self Assessment Manikin) of the person 
during the measurement time. When the underlying task is relevant, data will also contain a label 
about state suspicion.  Machine learning models can be trained on the resulting data to accurately 
predict workload, emotion, and suspicion in real-time for new (unseen) individuals and new 
(unseen) tasks. In other words, the model will be generalizable across participants and task type.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes, in the specific studies that involve 
suspicion (the fNIRS suspicion paper is an example of one such study).

Other applications: Four experiments completed. Database created. Data are being analyzed and 
papers written. More studies to be conducted and we will iterate on everything from there.

2.2.10. HIT Lab study #1
Title of study/effort: The Effects of Automation Reliability and Dual-tasking on Operator Trust 
and Reliance

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Potential authorship order is Guznov, Nelson, Lyons, and Dycus

Central hypothesis(es): It is expected that the participants will calibrate their trust and reliance 
appropriately to the level of automation reliability when posed with the primary task only. 
However, they are expected to over trust and over-rely on the automation with low reliability 
when asked to perform an additional task concurrently with the primary task.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Suspicion state is not manipulated.
However, this study will inform how to use the MIX Testbed for future experiments (e.g., what 
task parameters can we manipulate to induce suspicion state?)

Other applications: Data collection completed. Research paper published in professional 
conference proceedings and presented at the conference. 

2.2.11. HIT Lab study #2
Title of study/effort: The Effects of Automation Error Type on Operator Trust and Reliance

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Potential authorship order is Guznov, Lyons, Nelson, Bowling

Central hypothesis(es): Overall, false alarms are expected to associate with lower trust and 
reliance when compared to misses. The effects of false alarms and miss types on trust and 
reliance will be analyzed on exploratory basis.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Suspicion state is not manipulated.
Trait suspicion is measured with SPI. This study will inform us on how to use the MIX Testbed 
for future experiments (e.g., what task parameters can we manipulate to induce suspicion state?)
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Other applications: Data collection completed and research reported in proceedings of a 
professional conference. Number of participants exceeded the desired 120. 

2.2.12. Calhoun dissertation
Title of study/effort: ABI and Beyond: Exploration of the Precursors to Trust in the Human-
Automation Domain

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: alpha –Bobko, Calhoun, Gallimore, Nelson, and AFRL 
stakeholders

Central hypothesis(es): Transparency and Humanness attributes of technology provide a direct 
effect on trust in automation and suspicion of automation. Further, Ability mediates 
Transparency, while Benevolence and Integrity mediate Humanness. In addition, Transparency 
and Humanness increase automation’s interpersonal characteristics, creating a more human-like 
partnership where trust in automation will decline less rapidly, and more likely to recover, 
following automation errors.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: No, but a general state suspicion 
measure will be used at the completion of each session. Bobko & Odle-Dusseau for state 
suspicion; Odle-Dusseau & Bobko for trait suspicion

Other applications: Prototype displays for communicating MIX automation aiding 
(transparency) were developed and are applicable to relevant for future studies. IRB protocol was 
submitted shortly after the last SUPR update. Data collection begin following IRB approval.

2.2.13. Khazon dissertation
Title of study/effort: Changes in State Suspicion across Time: An Examination of Dynamic 
Effects

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Khazon

Central hypothesis(es): State suspicion is cognitively demanding and thus cannot be sustained 
for a long period of time. Suspicion will decrease over time as a result in changes in a person’s 
ability and/or motivation to be suspicious.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Both state and trait suspicion are 
measured. Trait suspicion was measured with the SPI. State suspicion was measured using an 
adapted version of the Bobko, Barelka, Hirshfield, and Lyons (2014) scale and with a thought 
listing task. This study attempts to extend the original model process model of suspicion 
proposed by Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014, and examine how suspicion changes within a 
situation.

Other applications: Data collection is complete; had targeted n=350 and netted n=370. 
Preliminary findings indicate that, as expected, suspicion levels increase, then level off and 
decrease over time. 
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2.2.14. Bragg (Project Tadpole)
Title of study/effort: Primed for suspicion: The spillover of state suspicion across tasks (AKA 
“Project Tadpole”)

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Bowling, Bragg, Khazon

Central hypothesis(es): State suspicion induced within one task transfers to a second task.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes. Participants in the treatment 
group will play Bang!, a game to induce suspicion, while those in the control group will play 
President, a game that does not induce suspicion. The secondary task is likely to be the TA task; 
it will be used as a DV of state suspicion. Trait suspicion will be measured using the Bobko and 
Odle-Dusseau trait suspicion measure. This study examines where suspicion experienced in one 
context results in suspicion within a second context. As such, it has important implications for 
training people to be suspicious.

Other applications: Data collection was ready to begin following the last update to the SUPR. 

2.2.15. WSU - Trivia task study
Title of study/effort: Predicting state-level IT suspicion: The role of situational cues and trait-
level trust (AKA “Trivia Task Study”)

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Bowling, Bragg, Khazon, Schuelke

Central hypothesis(es): Propensity to trust and situational cues are expected to have main effects 
on state suspicion. We also hypothesize that the effects of situational cues on state suspicion will 
be moderated by propensity to trust (i.e., stronger cue-suspicion relationships will be observed 
among participants who are low in propensity to trust).

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes. We manipulated two types of 
suspicion cues: a) negative discrepancies, and b) missing information. Trait suspicion was not 
measured. State suspicion was assessed in two ways. First, state suspicion was assessed after 
each trivia item using a two-item measure that asked participants to holistically evaluate whether 
they believed they had been given a “good” or “bad” automation by their partner. Second, state 
suspicion was assessed upon completion of the trivia task using an adapted version of the Bobko, 
Barelka, Hirshfield, and Lyons (2014) scale. This paper addresses predictions from the Bobko, 
Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014) review article regarding the personality and situational 
antecedents of state suspicion.

Other applications: Data analysis for the first paper using this dataset has been completed. A 
draft paper about the study has been written. 
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2.2.16. WSU - Convoy Leader study
Title of study/effort: Too Stressed to be Suspicious: Trait and Situational Predictors of State-
Level IT Suspicion (aka “Convoy Leader Study”)

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Alphabetical order: Alarcon, Bowling, Bragg, Khazon, Schuelke

Central hypothesis(es): The presence of a stressor depletes cognitive resources, thus 
undermining one’s ability to become suspicious. The presence of a stressor is also hypothesized 
to moderate the propensity to trust-state suspicion relationship.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Suspicion is not manipulated. (The 
presence of a stressor was the experimental manipulation). State suspicion was assessed via a 
version of the Bobko et al. (2014) state-suspicion scale that was modified for use with the 
Convoy Leader Task. Trait suspicion was not assessed. This study examines one’s capacity to be 
suspicious with stressful situations, which has obvious practical implications.

Other applications: Reviewer comments being incorporated into paper rewrite. Additional 
analyses will be included in the resubmitted paper. 

2.2.17. WSU – TA Task Study
Title of study/effort: Cue Strength as a Moderator of the Relationships between Personality Traits 
and State-Level Suspicion

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Bowling, Gibson, Khazon, Nelson

Central hypothesis(es): The relationship between individual differences and state suspicion will 
depend upon the strength of the suspicion cues; specifically, when suspicion cues are strong the 
relationship between individual differences and state suspicion will be weaker.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: State suspicion is not manipulated 
directly. However the strength of the suspicion cues is manipulated. The strength of the cues is 
manipulated in two ways that are specific to the TA task: 1) by changing the within-person 
variability of exam scores that participants judge and 2) by changing the size of the difference 
between the proctored and unproctored exam scores. Both state and trait suspicion will be 
measured. State suspicion will be measured with the SPI and state suspicion will be measure 
using an adapted version of the Bobko, Barelka, Hirshfield, and Lyons (2014) scale.

Other applications: Study was completed during the summer 2016 and reported separately. 

2.2.18. ISU1 - Follow-up study on subliminal induction of suspicion
Title of study/effort: The subliminal induction of suspicion.

                                                           
1 Illinois State University worked under a different ICER task order. However, their research was tracked in the 
SUPR in order to provide an integrated view of the various suspicion-related research efforts. 
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Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Bobko, Barelka, Hirshfield, Wesselman, and others at ISU.

Central hypothesis(es): State suspicion can be subliminally induced, and the success of the 
induction is moderated by the display (or not) of facial information (facial information attenuates 
the induction by creating attributions which over-ride the subliminal messages)

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: Yes – by showing text saying "Be 
Suspicious" or "Be Trusting" for 13 ms while subjects are engaged in a neutral task (predicting 
another person’s personality). State suspicion is being measured via 2-3 items modified from the 
original 20-item measure. Trait suspicion is being measured using the SPI.

Other applications: Data collected (current n about 100) and scores have been gathered into 
electronic format. Analyses revealed unknown issues about exact protocol of the stimulus (the 
effect was less than expected). 

2.2.19. ISU - Human machine teaming
Title of study/effort: Human machine teaming:  An integrated perspective

Effort type: Theoretical paper

Names associated with study: Barelka, Bobko, Lyons

Central hypothesis(es): The purpose of the paper is to a) research and provide a common 
definition of HMT's and b) extend the IPO model of teams to include HMT propositions.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: No

Other applications: Developing outline 

2.2.20. ISU – Studying the Antecedents of State Suspicion
Title of study/effort: The impact of intensity, traits, and teaming variables on suspicion.

Effort type: Experiment

Names associated with study: Barelka, Wesselman, Bobko, Lyons

Central hypothesis(es): Hypotheses 1 and 2. The relationship between degree of discrepancy and 
state suspicion will be curvilinear (inverted parabola with a negative sign on the squared term), 
and it will be influenced by dispositional traits, such as suspicion propensity (SPI), trust 
propensity, neuroticism, paranoia, etc. 

Hypotheses 2a and 2b. The quadratic curve (between discrepancy magnitude and suspicion) will 
be displaced, to the left or right on the X-axis, when individuals are high on suspicion 
propensity, neuroticism, or paranoia.  As well, the strength of the relationship around the 
quadratic curve will be attenuated when individuals are high on trait trust.
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Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5.  The relationship strength in H1 and H2 will be moderated by the value 
attached to the information (if the discrepancy is on a valuable dimension, then the r is higher).  
As well, the relationship will be stronger when the focal person believes s/he is playing the game 
with other human individuals than with a dumb computer. Further, the relationship will be 
stronger when the focal person believes s/he is playing the game with a dumb computer 
compared to a thinking computer.

Is state suspicion manipulated or measured? If so, how?: By using CyberBall to induce 
ostracism

Other applications: Data collection of over 300 participants. Initial analyses presented internally 
by ISU students. 

2.3 Published and Presented Papers

Bobko, P., Barelka, A., & Hirshfield, L. (2014). The construct of state-level suspicion: A model 
and research agenda for automated and information technology contexts. Human Factors, 56,
489-508.

Bobko, P., Barelka, A., Hirshfield, L., & Lyons, J. (2014). Invited article: The construct of 
suspicion and how it can benefit theories and models in organizational science. Journal of 
Business and Psychology, 35, 335-342.  (Note, a Call for Papers was also in this issue, pages 
495-497.)

Guznov, S., Nelson, A., Lyons, J., & Dycus, D. (2015).  The effects of automation reliability and 
multi-tasking on trust and reliance in a simulated unmanned system scenario.  Communications 
in Computer and Information Science.

Hirshfield, L., Bobko, P., Barelka, A., Hirshfield, S., Farrington, M., Gulbronson, S., &
Paverman, D. (2014). Using non-invasive brain measurement to explore the psychological 
effects of computer malfunctions on users during human-computer interactions. Advances in 
Human-Computer Interaction, 2014, Article ID 101038. doi:10.1155/2014/101038.

Hirshfield, L., Bobko, P., Barelka, Costa, M., Finemore, V., Funke, G., Knott, B., & Mancuso, 
V. (2015).  The role of human operators’ suspicion in the detection of cyber attacks.
International Journal of Cyber Warfare and Terrorism, 5, 28-44. (originally known as the D-5
paper) 

2.4 Papers being readied for submission (complete drafts)

Bowling, N., Schuelke, M., Bragg, C., Khazon, S., Alarcon, G., Stokes, C., & Nelson, A. (2015). 
Too busy to be suspicious? Examining predictors of state-level IT suspicion. Paper previously 
submitted for journal publication and now being revised. 

Hirshfield, L., Dora, R., Webster, C., & Bobko, P., Friedman, R. (2015). Predicting trust, 
deception, and suspicion during online interactions with a keylogger. Paper to be submitted for 
journal publication consideration. 
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2.5 Other products

- 20-item, adaptable, self-report measure of state suspicion (see technical report below or J. 
of Business and Psychology 2014 paper above)

- Two self-report measures of trait suspicion; one 11-item, situation-based measure; one 8-
item Likert-type scale  (see technical report below)

- Generalized Induction of Suspicion Testbed (GIST); Hirshfield et al., Syracuse 
University.  (This testbed can be used to induce suspicion experimentally and to study 
correlates and outcomes of suspicion.) 

- Initial development of a remote fNIRS device; Hirshfield et al., Syracuse University.  
Leanne, can you help clarify and make the statement more accurate?

- Guznov’s -- MIX testbed scenario? 

- Calhoun’s – MIX testbed scenario?

- Non-project review presentations?

2.6 Technical Reports (empirical - some data; theoretical - complete first draft)

Bobko, P., & Odle-Dusseau, H. (2014). Preliminary report on a psychometric analysis of a 
twenty-item, self-report measure of state suspicion. (May, 2015, is latest version; contains data 
from a bank study, convoy leader study, and trivia task study).

Bobko, P., Hirshfield, L., Martin, J., Olivo, H., & Hirshfield, S. (2015). Technical report: 
Subliminal induction of suspicion. (Latest version is January, 2015; summarizes study conducted 
at Hamilton College with students.)

Odle-Dusseau, H., & Bobko, P. (2015). Preliminary report on the development and psychometric 
analysis of the suspicion propensity index (SPI). (Latest version is August, 2015; includes 
analysis of 500+ respondents from WSU.)

Bobko, P., Odle-Dusseau, H., Kalis, K., & Westermann, M. (2016). Preliminary report on an 
initial experiment on polarization: Are levels of state suspicion susceptible to the group 
polarization effect? (Latest version is January 2016; analyzes study with n=31 participants.) 

2.7 Miscellany
Bobko, P. (2014). Annotated bibliography.  (January, 2016, is latest version; pp. 1-135; about 
150 article summaries on topics of suspicion, trust in automation, etc.) 
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3.0 SUSPICION PROPENSITY INDEX SUMMARY

3.1 Overview
The measure of trait suspicion (Suspicion Propensity Index, SPI) was developed by Dr. Odle-
Dusseau and Dr. Bobko. They first delineated the definition of suspicion propensity -- which was 
based, in part, on the definition of state suspicion developed by Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield 
(2014). The definition of suspicion propensity that led to the SPI was:

When receiving information (visual, aural, etc.), “propensity to be suspicious” is a 
tendency to concurrently (i) perceive the potential for malintent, (ii) be uncertain 
about the meaning of the information, and (iii)  engage in cognitive activity that 
attempts to explain, or generate alternative possible meanings for, that information.

Drs. Odle-Dusseau and Bobko also considered the literature on related, dispositional 
constructs – with a particular focus on the construct of paranoia. Literature suggests that 
paranoia is exaggerated and non-rational distrust (Kramer 2001, who also cites Deutsch, 
1973), so the item writers wanted to construct a measure of trait suspicion that could be 
distinguished from paranoia. That is, in contrast to suspicion, paranoid individuals do not 
experience uncertainty; they have made an irrational decision that there is intentional harm or 
malintent.

3.2 Development
Drs. Odle-Dusseau and Bobko wrote two types of items to measure suspicion propensity. 
The first group of items consists of eleven vignettes which describe common scenarios from 
everyday life.  Respondents are provided with a scenario, followed by four separate options.  
Each of the four options (four options for each of the eleven scenarios) was designed to 
indicate one of several trait-like responses, including:

(i) tendency to trust,  
(ii) paranoia (irrational decision already made; behavioral component included), 
(iii) tendency to be uncertain and engage in cognitive activity (two facets of 

suspicion), and/or 
(iv) tendency to be uncertain and engage in perceptions of malintent (two facets of 

suspicion).

Those authors also wrote a second set of Likert items to assess trait suspicion, but the focus 
of assessing trait suspicion has almost exclusively been on the eleven scenarios (and the 
Suspicion Propensity Index; SPI). Dr. Joe Lyons reviewed the SPI items, and based on that 
review, some minor edits were made. The eventual SPI items appear at the end of this 
document.

3.2.1. SPI in suspicion portfolio research
The following research studies were sponsored through the Suspicion, Trust, and Automation 
program and included the SPI in order to help validate the measure.

Over 500 students at Wright State University completed a survey containing the early 
version of the SPI and several other marker variables. The alpha reliabilities of the SPI 
and its components were acceptable. As expected the SPI was positively related to 
paranoia, neuroticism, and negative affect, although not to positive affect or trust 
propensity (which had a low reliability).
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In a study on group polarization of suspicion (Bobko and others) , SPI scores were 
positively related to initial levels of state suspicion (not statistically significant, although 
sample size was small).
In a trust-in-code study (Alarcon and others), SPI scores were related to initial (baseline) 
levels of suspicion.
In a study on suspicion using Cyberball (Barelka and others), the SPI was used in a 
survey that contained several other individual difference variables. Alpha reliabilities 
were acceptable. As well, SPI scores were negatively correlated with trust propensity and 
positively correlated with neuroticism and paranoia.
Mark Roebke and others are currently working on a study that further validates the SPI 
by looking at SPI scores as predictors of individual levels of suspicion when participants 
look at intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) photographs.

3.3 References
Bobko, P., Barelka, A., & Hirshfield, L. (2014). The construct of state-level suspicion: A model 
and research agenda for automated and information technology contexts. Human Factors, 56,
489-508.

Kramer, R. (2001). Organizational paranoia: Origins and dynamics. Research in Organizational 
Behavior, 23, 1-42.

3.4 SPI (situational-based items; version 2.0)
The following eleven subsections represented as scenarios within the SPI comprise the current 
SPI (version 2). The bold parentheticals in each possible response (a – d) defines the 
characteristic item is designed to measure.

3.4.1. Scenario 1
Table 3-1. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 1.

Imagine you have applied for a job, for which you are 
qualified, and have gone through the interview process.
Shortly after the interview, you receive notification that 
the company decided to offer the job to another 
individual. 

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you:
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a. I would decide to move on and continue 
searching for a job. (high agreement indicates 
trust)

b. I would follow up with someone at the company 
and request more information about why I wasn’t 
chosen. (high agreement indicates uncertainty 
and cognitive activity)

c. I would be certain that someone I was in contact 
with during the process must not like me, and I 
would do something such as let others know they 
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should avoid this company. (high agreement 
indicates paranoia)

d. I would wonder if there was someone at the 
company who I had contact with who purposely 
wanted to keep me from getting the job. (high 
agreement indicates uncertainty and perceived 
malintent)

3.4.2. Scenario 2
Table 3-2. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 2.

Imagine that you see a discussion on a social networking 
website indicating that several of your friends got 
together this past weekend, and they didn’t contact you 
about joining them.  

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you:
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a. I would be certain that my friends purposefully 
excluded me, and I would do something such as 
refuse to continue socially interacting with them. 
(high agreement indicates paranoia)

b. I would not dwell on it, and instead focus my 
thoughts on something else. (high agreement 
indicates trust)

c. I would search for more information and reasons 
as to why they might have gotten together and not 
contact me (such as an invitation by someone I’m 
not friends with). (high agreement indicates 
uncertainty and cognitive activity)

d. I would wonder if one of them excluded me on 
purpose. (high agreement indicates uncertainty 
and perceived malintent)

3.4.3. Scenario 3
Table 3-3. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 3.

Imagine you are interested in buying a new car, and are 
in a car showroom. After telling a salesperson you are 
interested in a mid-level model, he says, “In the long 
run, a high-end model with the extra options is a better 
investment.” 

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you:
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a. I would look around and listen to see if other 
customers were receiving the same advice 
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from the salespeople. (high agreement 
indicates uncertainty and cognitive activity)

b. I would wonder if the salesperson was only 
interested in the potential increase in the 
commission from the sale.  (high agreement 
indicates uncertainty and perceived 
malintent)

c. I would be certain that the salesperson is not 
truly trying to help me, and I would do 
something such as leave and never return to 
that dealership. (high agreement indicates 
paranoia)

d. I would accept the help – it’s always nice to 
have an expert opinion. (high agreement 
indicates trust)

3.4.4. Scenario 4
Table 3-4. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 4.

Imagine you enter a contest for a local school’s 
fundraiser to guess the number of marbles in a large jar.
The prize is a $100 gift card to a popular online store. 
After making your best guess, you find out the following 
week that you did not win and that one of the teachers at 
the school won the contest. 

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you:
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a. I would wonder if the teacher who won had 
cheated and/or had gotten inside information on 
this activity. (high agreement indicates 
uncertainty and perceived malintent)

b. I would accept another person winning – better 
luck next time. (high agreement indicates trust)

c. I would think about flaws in my own thinking 
(e.g., flaws in how I came up with my estimate) 
that might explain why I didn’t win. (high 
agreement indicates uncertainty and cognitive 
activity)

d. I would be certain that the contest was rigged, 
and I would do something such as never 
participate in that school’s fundraisers again. 
(high agreement indicates paranoia)
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3.4.5. Scenario 5
Table 3-5. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 5.

Imagine that you have a teenage son. He comes home a 
half hour before curfew and heads straight to his room 
without stopping to talk to you. In the past he always has 
checked in with you when arriving home, and he has 
never returned home before curfew.  

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you: N
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a. I would assume he is tired and probably just didn’t 
feel like stopping to talk to me. (high agreement 
indicates trust)

b. I would wonder what he might be hiding from me.  
(high agreement indicates uncertainty and 
perceived malintent)

c. I would be certain that he is hiding something from 
me, and I would do something such as taking away 
his driving privileges without discussing it further 
with him. (high agreement indicates paranoia)

d. I would go to his room and attempt to find out what 
might be wrong. (high agreement indicates 
uncertainty and cognitive activity)

3.4.6. Scenario 6
Table 3-6. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 6.

Imagine you have just visited an online store to shop for
a book you want to purchase. After finding the book you 
want on a discount website that you haven’t heard of 
before, you decide to go ahead and purchase the book.  
After entering your credit card information and clicking 
the “confirm purchase” button, you wait for an email 
confirmation of your purchase. However, the email 
confirmation never arrives.  

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describe you:
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a. I would be certain that the lack of email 
confirmation meant that I had lost the money, and 
I would do something such as immediately cancel 
my credit card or not shop online in the future. 
(high agreement indicates paranoia)

b. I would try to email the company to determine if 
the purchase was confirmed, and I would attempt 
to find out more information about the company. 
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(high agreement indicates uncertainty and 
cognitive activity)

c. I would wonder if there was any danger in 
providing my credit card information. (high 
agreement indicates uncertainty and perceived 
malintent)

d. I would wait a few days to see if the confirmation 
is delivered as the website promised. (high 
agreement indicates trust)

3.4.7. Scenario 7
Table 3-7. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 7.

Imagine you start working for a new company and are 
told by your supervisor that you will receive a raise 
within the first 3 months. After 5 months, you haven’t 
received a raise. When you ask, your supervisor keeps 
telling you “we’re working on it.”

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you: 
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a. I would try to get more information (e.g., Did 
coworkers get their raises on time? Is the 
company doing okay financially?) (high 
agreement indicates uncertainty and cognitive 
activity)

b. I would be certain that my supervisor is trying to 
avoid paying me the raise I deserve, and I would 
do something such as consider quitting. (high 
agreement indicates paranoia)

c. I would not worry.  I was told I would get a raise 
so one will happen soon. (high agreement 
indicates trust)

d. I would wonder if my supervisor was trying to 
take advantage of me. (high agreement indicates 
uncertainty and perceived malintent)
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3.4.8. Scenario 8
Table 3-8. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 8.

Imagine one afternoon you are home and your doorbell 
rings. You aren’t expecting anyone, and you look 
through the peephole in your door. The person, who you 
don’t recognize, is carrying pamphlets, a clipboard, and 
a box.  

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you: N
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a. I would wonder if the person is there to take 
advantage of me in some way. (high agreement 
indicates uncertainty and perceived malintent)

     

b. I would be certain that this is a solicitation that I did 
not want, and I would do something such as keep 
quiet and not even answer the door. (high agreement 
indicates paranoia)

     

c. I would open the door and invite the person inside 
my home.  (high agreement indicates trust)

     

d. I would answer the door and ask questions to 
determine why the person is there. (high agreement 
indicates uncertainty and cognitive activity)

     

3.4.9. Scenario 9
Table 3-9. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 9.

Imagine you have pulled off an interstate to stop for gas 
at a gas station. You are approached by a male asking 
for money. He tells you his car broke down, and he and 
his spouse are on their way to a family member’s 
funeral.  

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you: 
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a. His story would seem legit, and I would look to 
see if I have any money I could spare. (high 
agreement indicates trust)

b. I would be certain that this person is conning me, 
and I would do something such as call the police 
or quickly walk away from him. (high agreement 
indicates paranoia)

c. I would wonder if the person is lying to take 
advantage of me. (high agreement indicates 
uncertainty and perceived malintent)
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d. I would ask him questions to try to determine if 
his story was accurate or what it might really be. 
(high agreement indicates uncertainty and 
cognitive activity)

3.4.10. Scenario 10
Table 3-10. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 10.

Imagine you are using your computer for a search on a 
topic of interest. You soon notice that your computer is 
running slower than normal.

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you:
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a. I would be certain that there is something very 
wrong, and I would do something such as 
immediately shut the computer down without 
completing my search. (high agreement indicates 
paranoia)

b. I would worry that someone is trying to hack into 
my computer to cause me harm.  (high 
agreement indicates uncertainty and perceived 
malintent)

c. I would keep working on the search – it’s likely 
nothing to be concerned about. (high agreement 
indicates trust)

d. I would try to think of reasons the computer could 
be running slow. (high agreement indicates 
uncertainty and cognitive activity)

3.4.11. SPI Scenario 11
Table 3-11. Suspicion Propensity Index scenario 11.

Imagine you are at a convenience store and you need to 
pay your bill. The charge for your items is $20.57, and 
you give $30 in cash to the attendant. The change you 
receive from the attendant doesn’t seem like enough.

Based on this situation, please indicate how accurately 
each of the following statements describes you: 
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a. I would wonder if maybe an error was made on 
purpose. (high agreement indicates uncertainty 
and perceived malintent)

b. I would not count my change, and I would believe 
it was actually correct.  (high agreement 
indicates trust)
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c. I would think about possible reasons that a 
mistake might have been made.  (high agreement 
indicates uncertainty and cognitive activity)

d. I would be certain that the change was wrong 
and that the attendant is like all cashiers – who 
always try to short-change customers – and I 
would immediately count my change in front of 
him. (high agreement indicates paranoia)
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4.0 STATE SUSPICION INDEX SUMMARY

4.1 Overview
Based on their review of the concept of suspicion, Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014) defined 
state suspicion in IT contexts as follows:

State suspicion in IT contexts is a person’s simultaneous state of cognitive activity, 
uncertainty, and perceived malintent about underlying information that is being 
electronically generated, collated, sent, analyzed, or implemented by an external 
agent. (p. 493)

To develop a state suspicion scale, items in the existing literature that assessed suspicion (e.g., 
measures of suspicion, manipulation checks of suspicion) were collated by Dr. Bobko and Dr. 
Odle-Dusseau. They also conducted focused interviews with five undergraduate students – who 
were asked to think of a time when they were working at a computer task (homework, email, 
online purchase, etc.) and became suspicious of something during their computer usage.

4.2 Development

Twenty self-report items were then chosen and/or written to represent overall levels of state 
suspicion (S), as well as the three facets of cognitive activation (C; generation of alternative 
explanations), perceptions of malintent (M), and uncertainty (U). Generality was incorporated in 
the items so that context could be readily changed/adapted from study to study without losing 
fundamental links to the above definition.

The original set of 20 items was used in a survey completed by 52 bank employees. Statistical 
and psychometric analyses were conducted. Some updates to the items were made as a result of a 
suspicion workshop in January 2014, as well as PhD student ratings which attempted to link 
items to their theoretical categories. A revised set of twenty items is presented, in a generic form, 
in an invited paper (Bobko, Barelka, Hirshfield, & Lyons, 2014; Table 1, p. 341) that was linked 
with a Call for Papers (on the topic of suspicion) in the Journal of Business and Psychology. That 
table is reproduced here.

Table 4-1. Twenty-item self-report scale and item type for state suspicion.

Response scale:
(1) disagree strongly
(2) disagree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) agree
(5) agree strongly

Item

Note Items are identified by 
the facet of the definition that 
is targeted. The item types are:

(S) overall suspicion
(C) cognitive activity 
(M) malintent
(U) uncertainty

Reverse scoring is also noted
1. I wasn’t sure if the people I was dealing with were 

completely truthful with me.
U

2. At several points in the process, I wondered what was 
really going on behind the scenes.

C

3. I tended to believe any of the assurances of security that 
were provided.

(M, reverse scored)

4. I was on my guard when interacting with this entity. (S)
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5. During the event, I was uncertain as to what was really 
going on

(U)

6. I kept thinking that some behaviors were unusual. (C)

7. I had confidence in the integrity of the whole process. (M, reverse scored)

8. I was suspicious of things during the event. (S)

9. During the event, I was uncertain as to what would 
eventually happen.

(U)

10. I spent time thinking of alternative possibilities about 
what was going on during the event.

(C)

11. I felt like I was being taken advantage of. (M)

12. I was not suspicious about what was being presented to 
me. 

(S, reverse scored)

13. It was clear what was going on at all stages of the 
process. 

(U, reverse scored)

14. There were many times when I found myself wondering 
about the information being provided.

(C)

15. I was very concerned about some of the things that 
occurred during this event.

(M)

16. I became increasingly suspicious during the event. (S)

17. Nothing seemed unusual about the process. (U, reverse scored)

18. I believed I wouldn’t be asked for any information that 
wasn’t really needed. 

(M, reverse scored)

19. I was not suspicious of anything during the event. (S, reverse scored)

20. I felt they would be up-front with me. (M, reverse scored)

The items have been given to undergraduate students at Wright State University in two studies 
(Convoy Leader; Trivia Task).  The SI scale evidenced good alpha reliability, as well expected 
correlations with some other variables (e.g., positive correlations with general mental ability or 
general communication suspicion; relatively small, negative correlation with trust propensity).

Subsets of the SI items (with modifications to content) have also been used in a keystroke study 
(Hirshfield and others) and subliminal induction study (Bobko and others).

4.3 References
Bobko, P., Barelka, A., & Hirshfield, L. (2014). The construct of state-level suspicion: A model 
and research agenda for automated and information technology contexts. Human Factors, 56,
489-508.
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5.0 TOO BUSY TO BE SUSPICIOUS? EXAMINING PREDICTORS OF STATE-LEVEL 
IT SUSPICION

5.1 Overview
Wright State University conducted several studies over the course of the program with respect to 
state- and trait-level suspicion. As reported in the SUPR above, research efforts included i) 
changes in state suspicion across time, ii) spillover of state suspicion carryover effects across 
tasks, iii) situational cues and trait-level trust in predicting state-level IT suspicion, and iv) cue 
strength as a moderator of the relationship between personality traits and state-level suspicion. 
The research reported in this section of the final report examines predictors of state-level IT 
suspicion. These research efforts are targeted for publication in professional journals and are at 
various states of readiness (based in part on reviewer feedback).

5.2 Introduction
Information technology (IT) has the potential to improve people’s lives (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, 
& Zickuhr, 2010; Magni, Angst, & Agarwal, 2012). E-mail, for example, facilitates collaboration
among employees; social media allows people to stay in touch with friends and family members; 
company websites allow consumers to make purchases without leaving their homes. As a result 
of the ever-increasing role of technology, considerable scholarly attention has been given to how 
users interact with technology and how best to leverage technology to enhance people’s lives 
(e.g., Gill et al., 2011).

Technology, unfortunately, can also be used in ways that harm people, such as when a malicious 
e-mail is used to steal one’s personal information or when smartphones are used to secretly 
record one’s movements. As a result, it is often advantageous for users to be vigilant—perhaps 
even suspicious—when interacting with technology. In recognition of this, Bobko, Barelka, and 
Hirshfield (2014) recently introduced the construct of state-level IT suspicion.

Despite the importance of state-level IT suspicion, little is known about its potential antecedents. 
The objective of the current study, therefore, was to examine three hypothesized predictors of 
state-level IT suspicion: (a) IT performance reliability, (b) propensity to trust, and (c) cognitive 
load. In the following sections, we first define state-level IT suspicion. We then discuss the basis 
for the hypothesized effects of the above predictor variables.

5.2.1. What is State-Level IT Suspicion?
Little research attention has been given to suspicion as a whole; almost no attention has been 
given to suspicion occurring specifically within IT contexts. Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield
(2014), however, recently provided a qualitative review of the limited suspicion literature. They 
defined state-level IT suspicion as involving users’ perceptions “. . . about underlying 
information that is being electronically generated, collated, sent, analyzed, or implemented by an
external agent” (p. 493). Furthermore, they identified three components necessary for state-level 
IT suspicion to occur: (a) uncertainty, (b) perceived malintent, and (c) cognitive activity. We 
describe each of these components below.

Uncertainty. Suspicion involves the presence of uncertainty. Before deciding whether to trust or 
distrust a particular piece of technology, suspicious users engage in an iterative process in which 
they continuously collect and evaluate information regarding the trustworthiness of the 
technology in question (Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014). Suspicious users, in other words, 
temporally suspend their judgment about the given piece of technology until they have collected 
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enough information to make an informed decision about whether to trust or distrust the 
technology.

Perceived malintent. As part of the iterative process, suspicious users consider the possibility 
that an external agent—the technology’s developer, the organization using the technology, or a 
hacker, for instance—may be using the technology as a means to a malicious end (Bobko, 
Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014). Suspicious users, in other words, question whether the agent may 
be manipulating the technology in a manner that conflicts with the user’s interests.

Cognitive activity. The nature of the iterative process described above suggests that suspicion is 
a cognitively effortful state (Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014). Collecting and evaluating 
technology-relevant information and questioning the intentions of external agents, in other 
words, consumes psychological resources and hence produces an increased cognitive load for 
suspicious IT users.

Now that we have defined state-level IT suspicion and have discussed its components, we 
consider some of the potential antecedents of state-level IT suspicion. First, we discuss the 
potential main effects of (a) IT performance reliability, (b) propensity to trust, and (c) cognitive 
load on state-level IT suspicion. We then consider whether the relationship between IT 
performance reliability and state-level IT suspicion and the relationship between propensity to 
trust and state-level IT suspicion are moderated by cognitive load.

5.2.2. Main Effect of IT Performance Reliability on IT Suspicion
We predict that the level of performance reliability displayed by a given piece of technology will 
influence the degree to which a user is suspicious of that technology (see Bobko, Barelka, & 
Hirshfield, 2014). Specifically, a user is likely to experience little suspicion when technology 
reliably performs at the same level—either consistently good or consistently bad. This is because 
uncertainty, which as we noted above is inherent to suspicion, is minimized when technology 
consistently performs at the same level of effectiveness. That is, when a piece of technology has 
performed consistently during previous trials, the user has little reason to doubt its future 
performance. On the other hand, a user is likely to experience suspicion when technology 
performs unreliably—such as when technology performs effectively during some trials and 
ineffectively during other trials. This occurs because inconsistent performance during previous 
trial causes users to doubt how the technology will perform during subsequent trials. Unreliable 
performance, therefore, is expected to produce uncertainty that is inherent to state-level IT 
suspicion.

Cognitive activity is also implicated in the hypothesized relationship between performance 
reliability and state-level IT suspicion. Unreliable performance, for instance, may cause users to 
think about the causes of the technology’s inconsistent performance and it may cause them to 
think about how to best manage future instances of inconsistent performance.

Hypothesis 1: Performance reliability will be negatively related to state-level IT suspicion.

5.2.3. Main Effect of Propensity to Trust on IT Suspicion
We expect that propensity to trust—the extent to which one is generally trusting of others across 
time and across situations (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; Rotter, 1980)—will be negatively 
related to state-level IT suspicion. This prediction is based on the notion that trust and suspicion 
are incompatible states (see Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014; McAllister, 1995). Whereas 
trust involves the absence of uncertainty, suspicion requires the presence of uncertainty 
(Sinaceur, 2010). A high propensity to trust, therefore, suppresses uncertainty and thus inhibits 
suspicion. Furthermore, a high propensity to trust is thought to produce “truth bias”—the 
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tendency to believe that other people are honest, regardless of their words or actions (Buller & 
Burgoon, 1996; Burgoon, Buller, Floyd, & Grandpre, 1996; Millar & Millar, 1997). The 
presence of truth bias may inhibit state-level IT suspicion by causing users to overlook evidence 
of malintent and it may preclude the cognitive processes inherent to suspicion.

Hypothesis 2: Propensity to trust will be negatively related to state-level IT suspicion.

5.2.4. Main Effect of Cognitive Load on IT Suspicion
We predict that the presence of a high cognitive load will undermine one’s capacity to
experience suspicion. We base this prediction on the idea that cognitive load and suspicion have 
a similar effect on users: They both monopolize the user’s finite cognitive resources. As we have 
described above, suspicion is a cognitively taxing state. Suspicious users, for instance, consume 
cognitive resources while searching for and evaluating information relevant to the given 
technology’s trustworthiness, and they consume cognitive resources when attempting to 
understand the intentions of external agents. The presence of high cognitive load—which can be 
imposed by having users simultaneously work on multiple tasks (e.g., Ferrari, 2001; Fischer, 
Dreisbach, & Goschke, 2008; Fischer, Gottschalk, & Dreisbach, 2014; Wickens, 2002; Wickens, 
Kramer, Vanasse, & Donchin, 1983) or by having users work within a strict time limit (e.g., Hart 
& Staveland, 1988; Liu & Wickens, 1994; Marsh & Hicks, 1998)—likewise draws from one’s 
pool of finite cognitive resources (for reviews, see Kahneman, 1973; Posner & Boies, 1971;
Stanovich, 1990). A high cognitive load, therefore, may monopolize the cognitive resources that 
are needed to experience state-level IT suspicion. We thus predict that the presence of high 
cognitive load will produce uniformly low levels of suspicion across users.

Hypothesis 3: Cognitive load will be negatively related to state-level IT suspicion.
Hypothesis 4: Between-person variability in state-level IT suspicion will be lower when 
cognitive load is high than when cognitive load is low.

5.2.5. Cognitive Load as a Moderator of Predictor-IT Suspicion Relationships
We predict that the relationship between performance reliability and state-level IT suspicion (see 
Hypothesis 1) as well as the relationship between propensity to trust and state-level IT suspicion 
(Hypothesis 2) will be moderated by cognitive load. As described above, high cognitive load 
monopolizes the user’s finite cognitive resources (see Kahneman, 1973; Posner & Boies, 1971;
Stanovich, 1990), thus undermining his or her capacity to experience suspicion. If a given user 
lacks the capacity for suspicion, then that user’s suspicion level will be necessarily low (see 
Hypotheses 3 and 4). As a result, performance reliability and propensity to trust are both 
expected to be weakly related to state-level IT suspicion among users who have a high cognitive 
load.

When cognitive load is low, however, users are more likely to possess the cognitive resources 
needed to experience suspicion; thus, factors that influence one’s motivation to be suspicious 
will predict state-level IT suspicion. Performance reliability and propensity to trust, therefore, are 
likely to have relatively strong effects on state-level IT suspicion among users with a low 
cognitive load.

Hypothesis 5: Cognitive load will moderate the relationship between performance reliability and 
state-level IT suspicion. Specifically, performance reliability will yield a stronger negative 
relationship with state-level IT suspicion when cognitive load is low than when cognitive load is 
high.

Hypothesis 6: Cognitive load will moderate the relationship between propensity to trust and 
state-level IT suspicion. Specifically, propensity to trust will yield a stronger negative 
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relationship with state-level IT suspicion when cognitive load is low than when cognitive load is 
high.

5.3 Method

5.3.1. Participants
Participants were 261 undergraduate students enrolled in introductory psychology courses at a 
medium-sized university in the Midwestern United States. The mean age of the participants was 
20.12 years (SD = 3.43). Most participants were Caucasian (71.30%) and male (51.00%). While 
all participants were compensated with course credit, those who performed above average on the 
laboratory task were entered into a drawing for one of six gift cards valued from $25 to $100. To 
increase engagement in the laboratory task, participants were made aware that their inclusion in 
the drawing was contingent on their laboratory task performance.

5.3.2. Materials
For the stimulus task, we used Convoy Leader, a decision-making task that simulates the role of 
directing a military convoy through a city (Lyons & Stokes, 2012; Lyons, Stokes, Garcia, 
Adams, & Ames, 2009). Participants progressed through a series of Convoy Leader trials in 
which they identify preferred convoy routes after considering multiple competing factors. Within 
each trial, an aerial map displayed three route options, locations of previous improvised 
explosive devices, and areas of recent hostile activity. Below the map, six parameters were 
presented for each of the three route options: (a) number of traffic lights, (b) traffic density, (c) 
route length, (d) fuel required, (e) fuel available, and (f) road quality. In addition to the map and 
parameter values, participants received route recommendations from the Automated Route 
Management System (ARMS). ARMS, which was created specifically for the current study, used 
both audio and text to recommend which of the three routes participants should select. After 
receiving the ARMS recommendation, participants selected a route and were immediately 
provided with feedback about the effectiveness of their selected route.

5.3.3. Procedure
Participants first completed the propensity to trust measure (see below). They were then trained 
on the Convoy Leader task using a 24-slide audio-visual presentation. The training slides 
describe the user interface—including the map, route parameters, and ARMS. Participants were 
asked to consider all available information when making each route selection. The training slides 
characterized ARMS as a computerized tool which relies on both historical and recent 
intelligence data to assess the relative probably of success among routes within each trial. The 
training then warned all participants that enemy agents may have infiltrated—or “hacked”—
ARMS, which could cause the system to perform unreliably. This warning was included as a 
means of inducing the possibility of malintent.

After finishing the training, participants completed eight Convoy Leader trials. The first two 
trials were used as practice and participants were encouraged to ask questions; the final six trials 
were test trials. At the end of each trial, participants were given feedback reminding them of the 
ARMS recommendation and classifying their route selection as either “best,” “pass,” or “fail” 
based on the relative probability of success of the chosen route over the other two route options. 
Participants completed the state-level IT suspicion measure (see below) after either the third, 
fifth, or eighth trial of Convoy Leader (see the criterion solicitation manipulation described 
below). At the end of the study, participants completed cognitive load manipulation check items 
(see below) and they provided demographic data.
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5.3.4. Experimental Design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of 36 conditions (subsequently collapsed into nine 
conditions; see below). These conditions resulted from fully crossing four cognitive load 
conditions (later collapsed to three; see below), three IT performance reliability levels, and three 
criterion solicitation periods (note that the three solicitation periods were subsequently collapsed 
into a single condition; see below). All manipulations were between-person and are described in 
detail in the following subsections.

Cognitive load. There were four cognitive load conditions: (a) a control condition, (b) a mental 
calculation only condition, (c) a time constraint only condition, and (d) a mental calculation plus 
time constraint condition. The control condition contained no experimenter-induced increases in 
cognitive load. Participants effectively had an unlimited amount of time to weigh all information 
during each trial and no additional task demands were present.

In the mental calculation only condition, the “fuel required” route parameter was not provided 
for any of the route options; instead, participants had to compute fuel required by dividing route 
distances by a new parameter—“fuel efficacy.” These calculations were completed by hand. 
Participants were taught how to perform the calculation during training and were able to practice 
these calculations during the two practice trials. Note that this type of manipulation—having 
participants simultaneously complete two laboratory tasks—is commonly used by researchers as 
a means of increasing cognitive load (e.g., Wickens, 2002; Wickens et al., 1983).

The time constraint only condition was identical to the control condition, except that participants 
were held to a 15-second time limit per trial. The computer screen displayed a timer that showed 
participants the amount of time they had remaining to select a route. If participants failed to 
select a route within the time limit, then they received a failing score for that trial. Note that 
several previous studies have imposed time limits as a means of increasing cognitive load (e.g., 
Hart & Staveland, 1988; Liu & Wickens, 1994; Marsh & Hicks, 1998). We subsequently 
collapsed the mental calculation only condition and the time constraint only condition into a 
moderate cognitive load condition for a failure to separate during initial statistical testing and for 
the sake of brevity.

Finally, participants assigned to the mental calculation plus time constraint condition were asked 
to calculate the fuel efficiency for each trial and they had to complete each trial within a 15-
second time limit.

IT performance reliability. There were three levels of ARMS performance reliability: (a) 
always reliable, (b) mixed reliability, and (c) always unreliable. In the always reliable condition,
ARMS recommended the route with the highest relative probability of success for every trial. In 
the mixed reliability condition, ARMS recommended the most effective routes within two trials, 
moderately effective routes within two trials, and the least effective routes within two trials. In 
the always unreliable condition, ARMS recommended the least effective route in every trial. 
Participants were able to discern (a) the accuracy of ARMS to identify effective routes via 
feedback presented at the end of each trial and (b) the reliability of ARMS by comparing 
accuracy across trials.

Suspicion solicitation point. We were concerned that the act of repeatedly asking participants to
report their suspicion levels would itself induce suspicion. To avoid this possibility, each 
participant completed the suspicion measure only once. We randomly assigned each participant 
to one of three suspicion solicitation time points: (a) early (after the first test trial), (b) middle
(after the third test trial), and (c) late (after the final test trial). These three conditions were 
subsequently collapsed into a single condition for the sake of simplicity.
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5.3.5. Measures
Propensity to trust. We assessed propensity to trust using the average of 10 items from the 
International Personality Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg et al., 2006; 87). A sample item is “I 
trust others.” Each propensity to trust item was assessed on a 7-point scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

State-level IT suspicion. We adapted 20 items from Bobko, Barelka, Hirshfield, and Lyons 
(2014) to assess state-level IT suspicion directed toward the Automated Route Management 
System (ARMS; a detailed description of ARMS is provided above). Six items assessed 
perceived malintent (a sample item is “I felt like I was intentionally being misled by the 
Automated Route Management System”); five items assessed uncertainty (a sample item is 
“While the Automated Route Management System was describing the recommended route, I was 
uncertain as to what was really going on with the system”); four items assessed cognitive activity 
(a sample item is “I spent time thinking of alternative possibilities about what was going on 
while interacting with the Automated Route Management System”); and five items assessed 
generalized suspicion (a sample item is “I was suspicious of the Automated Route Management 
System during the session”). Each suspicion item was measured on a 7-point scale from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). We computed an overall suspicion score using the 
average of all 20 suspicion = .92), and we used the averages of the suspicion 
components’ respective items to create = .84), = .76),

= .65), and generalized suspicion = .83) subscales.

Manipulation check measures. Task performance. We used task performance to test the 
effectiveness of the performance reliability manipulation. Two expert raters were used to sort 
route options within each trial of Convoy Leader from least to most effective. Cohen’s Kappa, 

Consensus was then used to assign points for each trial from zero points (for not selecting a route 
within the allotted time) to three points (for selecting the best route). Performance was calculated 
as the earned proportion of points possible.

Perceived cognitive load. We constructed a three-item measure based on Kurimori and Kakizaki
(1995) to test the effectiveness of the cognitive load manipulation (a sample item is “I found this 
task to be very demanding”; = .84). Each item was measured on a 7-point scale from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

5.4 Results
Table 1 reports the means, standard deviations, and reliability estimates for each of the study 
variables as well as the correlations between study variables. As shown in the table, each 
measure had a Cronbach’s alpha of greater than .70, with the exception of the cognitive activity 

-level 
suspicion were strongly—and significantly (p < .001)—correlated with each other (rs ranged 
from .57 to .78).
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Table 5-1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for All Study Variables

5.4.1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
We conducted three confirmatory factor analyses to examine the factor structure of the state-
level suspicion measure. As shown in Table 2, the hypothesized four-factor model yielded 
significantly better fit than did either a first-order one-factor model or a second-order one-factor 
model (these competing models are depicted in Figure 1). Despite fitting better than either of the
two alternative models, however, the hypothesized model yielded marginal fit, 2(164, N = 261) 
= 533.14, p < .001; GFI = .81; CFI = .85; RMSEA = .09.
Table 5-2. Fit Indicators and Comparisons of Three Nested CFA Models of State-Level IT 
Suspicion
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Figure 3-1. Three Nested Models of State-Level IT Suspicion

5.4.2. Manipulation Checks
We examined the effectiveness of the performance reliability and cognitive load manipulations 
by testing the effects of these manipulations on task performance and perceived cognitive load, 
respectively. The results suggest that both the performance reliability manipulation, F(2, 258) = 
7.10, p = .001, and the perceived cognitive load manipulation, F(2, 258) = 5.56, p = .004, were 
effective.

5.4.3. Test of Study Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1. In Hypothesis 1 we predicted that performance reliability would be negatively 
related to state-level IT suspicion. In other words, we expected suspicion to be higher when 
participants received a mix of accurate and inaccurate information than when they received (a) 
only accurate information or (b) only inaccurate information. ANOVAs using the overall state-
level IT suspicion scale, F(2, 258) = 7.37, p 2 = .05, and the malintent, F(2, 258) = 
15.13, p 2 = .11, and uncertainty, F(2, 258) = 5.09, p 2 = .04, subscales as 
dependent variables indeed found significant mean differences across the three conditions (see 
Table 3). The pairwise comparisons reported in Table 4, however, reveals a pattern that is 
inconsistent with Hypothesis 1. That is, instead of finding the highest level of suspicion among 
participants in the mixed-accuracy condition, we instead found that participants in the mixed-
accuracy condition displayed relatively moderate levels of suspicion (i.e., they were generally 
more suspicious than were participants in the only-accurate condition, but they were generally 
less suspicious than were participants in the only-inaccurate condition). Note that the remaining 
ANOVAs did not show a main effect of performance reliability on either the cognitive activity or 
the general suspicion component measures. Hypothesis 1, therefore, was not supported.
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Table 5-3. One-Way Analyses of Variance for Study Criteria on 
Reliability
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Table 5-4. Pairwise Comparisons of Study Criteria among 
Levels of Reliability

Hypothesis 2. We predicted that propensity to trust would be negatively related to state-level IT 
suspicion (Hypothesis 2). Consistent with this prediction, propensity to trust yielded significant 
zero-order correlations with overall state-level IT suspicion, and with the malintent, cognitive 
activity, and generalized suspicion subscales (rs ranged from -.15 to -.21); however, propensity 
to trust did not yield a significant zero-order correlation with the uncertainty subscale (see Table 
1). Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was generally supported.

Hypothesis 3. In Hypothesis 3, we predicted that cognitive load would be negatively related to 
state-level IT suspicion. We tested this prediction using a series of ANOVAs (see Table 5). As 
shown in the table, cognitive load yielded main effects on overall state-level IT suspicion, F(2, 
258) = 3.62, p 2 = .03, cognitive activity, F(2, 258) = 4.11, p 2 = .03, and 
generalized suspicion, F(2, 258) = 3.16, p 2 = .02, but did not yield significant main 
effects on malintent and uncertainty. A series of pairwise comparisons found that suspicion 
generally decreases as cognitive load increases (see Table 6). In sum, Hypothesis 3 was partially 
supported.
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Table 5-5. One-Way Analyses of Variance for Study Criteria on 
Cognitive Load
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Table 5-6. Pairwise Comparisons of Study Criteria among 
Levels of Cognitive Load

Hypothesis 4. We predicted that the between-person variability in state-level IT suspicion would 
be lower when cognitive load is high than when cognitive load is low (Hypothesis 4). A series of 
Levene’s tests, however, failed to support this hypothesis for each of the five suspicion scales 
(see the second column in Table 5).

Hypothesis 5. Hypothesis 5 predicted that performance reliability would yield a stronger 
negative relationship with state-level IT suspicion when cognitive load is low than when 
cognitive load is high. We tested this prediction using ANOVA (see Table 7). As shown in the 
table, the performance reliability x cognitive load interaction effects were non-significant for 
each of the five suspicion measures. Hypothesis 5, therefore, was not supported.
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Table 5-7. Moderation Tests of Cognitive Load on the Relationship 
between Reliability and Study Criteria

Hypothesis 6. We used moderated regression to test Hypothesis 6, which predicted that 
propensity to trust would yield a stronger negative relationship with state-level IT suspicion 
when cognitive load is low than when cognitive load is high. To conduct these analyses, we 
entered the predictor variable in two steps: in Step 1 we entered propensity to trust and cognitive 
load; in Step 2 we added the propensity to trust x cognitive load interaction term. As shown in 
Table 8, the addition of the interaction term in Step 2 f R2 for any 
of the suspicion measures; thus, we found no support for Hypothesis 6.
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Table 5-8. Moderation Tests of Cognitive Load on the Relationship between Propensity to Trust 
and Study Criteria

5.5 Discussion

Although IT suspicion is both theoretically and practically important, little is known about its 
potential causes (see Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014). We thus examined the main effects of 
three hypothesized predictors of IT suspicion: (a) performance reliability, (b) propensity to trust, 
and (c) cognitive load. Furthermore, we tested whether cognitive load moderated performance 
reliability’s and propensity to trust’s relationships with IT suspicion. We summarize our findings 
in the following subsections.

5.5.1. Implications of Primary Findings
Main effects of performance reliability. We hypothesized that the performance reliability of a 
given piece of technology—in the current study, the Automated Route Management System 
(ARMS)—would predict IT suspicion (Hypothesis 1). Specifically, we expected to observe 
relatively higher levels of suspicion among participants assigned to the unreliable version of 
ARMS (i.e., the version that sometimes suggests good routes and sometimes suggests bad routes) 
than among participants assigned to one of the two reliable versions of ARMS (i.e., the version 
that consistently suggests good routes or the version that consistently suggests bad routes).

The basis for this hypothesis is directly tied to the conceptualization of IT suspicion by Bobko, 
Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014), which identified uncertainty and cognitive activity as 
subcomponents of suspicion. First, unreliable performance creates uncertainty: When technology 
has performed unreliably during earlier trials, users are likely to be uncertain about the 
effectiveness of the technology during future trials. Second, unreliable performance induces 
cognitive activity. Users of unreliable technology, for instance, may think about why the 
technology is performing unreliably, they may closely monitor the technology’s performance 
because they anticipate that it will continue to perform unreliably, and they may generate plans 
for dealing with future instances of unreliable performance. Such increases in uncertainty and 
cognitive activity, in turn, are expected to produce increases in IT suspicion.

Contrary to our hypothesis, however, we found that state-level IT suspicion did not increase as 
ARMS performed less reliably; instead, state-level IT suspicion increased as ARMS more 
frequently provided poor-quality advice. This suggests that performance quality—and not 
performance reliability—is an important cause of state-level IT suspicion. For a user, perhaps the 
most salient feature of a given piece of technology is how well that technology performs. When 
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predicting state-level IT suspicion, therefore, the effects of performance quality may trump any 
effects of performance reliability.

Main effects of propensity to trust. We predicted that propensity to trust—the extent to which a 
person is generally trusting of others (Mayer et al., 1995; Rotter, 1980)—would be negatively 
related to IT suspicion (Hypothesis 2). Two distinct mechanisms may explain this relationship 
(see Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014). First, trust is incompatible with suspicion (McAllister, 
1995; Sinaceur, 2010). Trust, in other words, requires the suppression of uncertainty, whereas 
suspicion requires the presence of uncertainty. Second, propensity to trust may produce “truth 
bias,” which occurs when a person believes that others are honest regardless of the content of 
their words or actions (Buller & Burgoon, 1996; Burgoon et al., 1996; Millar & Millar, 1997). 
When a person experiences truth bias, he or she may overlook evidence of malintent and may be 
unwilling to engage in the cognitive activity that is inherent to IT suspicion.

Consistent with this theorizing, we found that propensity to trust was negatively related to two 
subcomponents of IT suspicion—perceived malintent and cognitive activity—as well as to 
generalized suspicion and overall IT suspicion. Propensity to trust, however, was not 
significantly related to uncertainty. Perhaps other personality traits, such as tolerance for 
ambiguity (McLain, 1993), are more conceptually similar to uncertainty and may thus yield 
stronger relationships than we observed between propensity to trust and uncertainty.

Main effects of cognitive load. According to Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014), being 
suspicious involves cognitive activity and thus draws upon the user’s cognitive resources. 
Cognitive resources, for instance, are used in the collection and evaluation of target-relevant 
information and in the generation of explanations for the target’s behavior. These resources, 
however, are finite (see Kahneman, 1973; Posner & Boies, 1971; Stanovich, 1990); thus, placing 
added demands on a user’s cognitive resources is expected to undermine his or her ability to 
become suspicious. As a result, we predicted that cognitive load would be negatively related to 
IT suspicion (Hypothesis 3).

We generally found support for this prediction. Specifically, cognitive load yielded negative 
relationships with the perceived malintent and cognitive activity components of suspicion and 
with generalized suspicion and overall suspicion. Cognitive load, however, was not significantly 
related to uncertainty. This null finding may indicate that experiencing uncertainty requires 
fewer cognitive resources than does either the malintent or cognitive activity subcomponents of 
suspicion.

We also examined the effect of cognitive load on the between-person uniformity of IT suspicion 
scores (Hypothesis 4). Because the presence of high cognitive load was expected to monopolize 
the cognitive resources needed to experience suspicion—and thus result in uniformly low levels 
of suspicion across participants—we hypothesized less variability in IT suspicion across 
participants as cognitive load increased. This hypothesis, however, was not supported. Perhaps 
the cognitive load manipulation used in the current study did not completely monopolize 
participants’ cognitive resources, thus allowing participants to experience suspicion.

Cognitive load as a moderator of predictor-IT suspicion relationships. We predicted that the 
relationship between performance reliability and IT suspicion as well as the relationship between 
propensity to trust and IT suspicion would be stronger when cognitive load was low than when 
cognitive load was high. These two moderator effects were based on the assumptions that (a) 
users are able to experience suspicion only when they possess the requisite cognitive resources 
(see Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014) and (b) a high cognitive load monopolizes those 
resources. Contrary to our predictions, however, we found that cognitive load did not moderate 
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the relationship between performance reliability and IT suspicion, nor did it moderate the 
relationship between propensity to trust and IT suspicion.

The absence of a moderator effect may suggest that experiencing state-level IT suspicion does 
not require the availability of significant cognitive resources. As noted above, however, Bobko, 
Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014) identified cognitive activity as a subcomponent of state-level IT 
suspicion. The current findings may suggest that suspicion is not as cognitively demanding as 
initially proposed.

Alternatively, the absence of moderator effects for cognitive load may simply suggest that the 
cognitive load manipulation that we used was too weak to completely monopolize participants’ 
cognitive resources. Although analyses on the manipulation check measure indicated that the 
cognitive load manipulation impacted participants’ subjective experience of cognitive load, it 
may be the case that even participants in the high cognitive load condition were left with 
sufficient resources to experience suspicion. Participants in the high cognitive load condition, for 
instance, could have ignored the mental calculation task and instead focused most of their 
attention on completing the Convoy Leader task. Future studies using a dual-task manipulation to 
examine the effects of cognitive load on state-level IT suspicion should thus use cognitive load 
manipulations that prevent participants from focusing their effort on one task while ignoring the 
other task.

5.5.2. Future Research
IT suspicion is a theoretically and practically important construct, but to date it has received little 
research attention. As a result, there are several research directions that should be pursued by 
future IT suspicion studies. First, research should more comprehensively examine the situational 
factors that elicit IT suspicion. The current study examined two situational factors—performance 
reliability and cognitive load. Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014), however, identified several 
additional situational factors—or “cues”—that might elicit IT suspicion. Users, for instance, 
might experience suspicion whenever technology performs differently from how the user 
expected it to perform, or whenever technology provides the user with incomplete information. 
The suspicion-inducing effects of most of the situational cues identified by Bobko, Barelka, and 
Hirshfield (2014) have yet to be tested, however.

Future studies should also examine user individual differences (e.g., personality traits, abilities) 
as predictors of IT suspicion. Although the current study examined one individual difference 
variable—propensity to trust— Bobko, Barelka, and Hirshfield (2014) identified several other 
individual differences that may predict IT suspicion, including general mental ability, creativity, 
need for cognition, and faith in humanity. Research is needed to test the hypothesized 
relationships between these individual difference variables and IT suspicion.

Future research should also examine statistical interactions involving hypothesized predictors of 
IT suspicion. We expect, for example, that any situational factor that monopolizes one’s 
cognitive resources (e.g., having a high cognitive load) may cause suspicion levels to be 
necessarily low, thus nullifying the effects of variables that would otherwise predict suspicion.
Similarly, exposure to explicit environmental cues—for instance, directly telling users to “be 
suspicious”—may preclude users from experiencing uncertainty. As a result, users given explicit 
cues may experience invariably little suspicion, which in turn would weaken relationships 
between predictor variables and IT suspicion.
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5.5.3. Limitations
We should note some potential limitations of the current research. Although we experimentally 
manipulated both performance reliability and cognitive load, propensity to trust does not lend 
itself to manipulation; thus we were unable to rigorously examine the causal effects of propensity 
to trust on IT suspicion. That being said, propensity to trust is generally considered to be an 
enduring personality trait (see Mayer et al., 1995; Rotter, 1980) and therefore it is reasonable to 
assume that it is an antecedent—and not a consequence—of transitory states, such as state-level 
IT suspicion. Second, we assessed both propensity to trust and IT suspicion using self-report 
measures. As a result, the observed correlation between propensity to trust and IT suspicion may 
have been influenced by common-method variance (CMV; see Spector, 2006). We should note, 
however, that several of the correlations we observed between self-report measures were modest, 
suggesting that it is unlikely that CMV appreciably inflated our observed relationships. 
Furthermore, given that both propensity to trust and IT suspicion involve internal psychological 
processes, self-reports are likely the most effective means of assessing these constructs. Finally, 
the current study used novel stimulus materials—Convoy Leader and ARMS. On one hand, this 
novelty offers the advantage of allowing us to control for participants’ prior task experience; on 
the other hand, the unfamiliarity of the task may have undermined participant engagement. 
Future research, therefore, should examine the predictors of state-level IT suspicion using tasks 
that are more familiar to participants.

5.5.4. Summary

Although IT suspicion is a theoretically and practically important construct, few studies have 
examined its antecedents (Bobko, Barelka, & Hirshfield, 2014). We addressed this gap in the 
literature by examining three hypothesized predictors of IT suspicion: (a) performance reliability, 
(b) propensity to trust, and (c) cognitive load. Consistent with our hypotheses, propensity to trust 
and cognitive load both yielded negative relationships with IT suspicion. Contrary to our 
hypothesis, however, performance reliability did not yield a negative relationship with IT 
suspicion. Furthermore, cognitive load did not moderate the effects of performance reliability on 
IT suspicion, nor did it moderate the effects of propensity to trust on IT suspicion. Given that so 
little is known about the causes of IT suspicion, we encourage future research on this topic. 
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT OF A REMOTE-fNIRS DEVICE

Dr. Leanne Hirshfield (Outerfacing Technology)

6.1 Introduction

Recent advancements in biotechnology have resulted in brain measurement devices that can non-
invasively measure the functioning brain in people’s natural environments. Functional Near-
Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) is such a technique, which measures the hemoglobin signatures 
related to neural activation. With the potential to monitor people’s mental states non-invasively 
and in real-time, researchers have used fNIRS devices to measure a myriad of cognitive and 
emotional states in operational settings [1-4]. Leading biotechnologists have created wireless 
implementations (Fig 1) of fNIRS for real-time brain monitoring under normal working 
conditions [4]. The device works by pulsing near-infrared light into the head, and using powerful 
light detectors to measure the light that is reflected back out of the head. The fNIRS is unique in 
its potential to take these measurements from a distance, without requiring contact with the head. 
While fNIRS implementations for measuring brain function have used source and detection 
fibers which are placed on the head of subjects directly, we have demonstrated that it is possible 
to modify this technology so that measurement of brain function can be done at a distance from 
the user. 

Figure 4-1. Left: an example of wireless fNIRS currently available from 
Biopac. Right: Near-infrared light is pulsed into the brain cortex. 
Reflected light is determined with optical detectors.

Specifically, with research support from this effort2, we have developed a remote-fNIRS system 
(placed 0.6 meters from participants) to demonstrate the feasibility of taking fNIRS 
measurements from a distance and we have run a series of experiments to validate the device. 

The capability to measure brain activation from a distance would be valuable in a number of 
applications, including, but not limited to the following:

1) Monitoring of personnel could be done to measure the neural correlates related to a range of 
mental states such as cognitive load, trust, suspicion, complacency, and frustration.

2) Monitoring of sensitive populations (patients with mental illness, TBI, or PTSD, etc.) in a 
manner that would eliminate the discomfort of wearing constricting sensors on the head. 
Mobile, hand-held remote-fNIRS devices could be developed to take these measurements in 
a range of operational settings.

3) Helmets, hats, and augmented reality displays (like Google Glass) could be embedded with a 
camera and light source add-on that would enable unobtrusive continuous brain measurement 
without requiring sensor contact with the head.

                                                           
2 This research took place over the course of several years, and it would not have been possible without support 
from a team of exceptional researchers, as listed in the acknowledgements section. 
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4) Scanners at high security entry control points (ECP's) such as airports could be equipped 
with remote-fNIRS sensors to search for neural correlates of deception, anxiety, or other 
signs of malintent from people passing through.

The rest of this report proceeds as follows. We first provide a description of the principles 
underlying traditional head-mounted fNIRS. Then we describe the current remote-fNIRS set-up
and the validation experiments conducted thus far to demonstrate feasibility. At the end we point 
readers to all code and user manuals that were created over the course of this project. Lastly, we 
acknowledge all of the team members that played a role at various points throughout the project.

6.2 Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

The basis of fNIRS is the usage of near-infrared light, which can penetrate the scalp and skull to 
reach the brain cortex. Optical fibers are placed on the surface of the head for illumination and 
detection fibers are placed on the head to measure light which reflects back. Due to the scattering 
nature of tissue, light which is measured at a distance from the illumination point has travelled 
deeper into tissue (Fig 2). Typically, detection fibers are placed ~3cm away from the source fiber 
to guarantee that light has interacted with brain tissue. Since two wavelengths of light are 
typically used in the near-infrared wavelength range (650-850 nm), spectral features of 
hemoglobin can be measured. Particularly, concentration changes in oxy- and deoxy-
hemoglobin can be distinguished. Due to neuro-vascular coupling, changes in hemoglobin 
concentration can be used for measuring the vascular effect of brain activation [5-6].  

  

Figure 4-2. Left-Schematic showing the differences in penetration depths between the 
two source-detector separation distances [9].

6.3 Remote-fNIRS System and Validation Experiments

During this project, we developed, and tested the accuracy of, a remote-fNIRS system with 
support from AFRL-RHXS. The remote-fNIRS system is depicted in Figure 3, and we describe 
the details of the system in this section. 
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Figure 4-3. The remote-fNIRS system setup is designed to be easily configured 
for transportation, and for being used in a variety of experimental settings.

In the creation of the remote-fNIRS system, it was necessary to characterize the ability to 
measure changes in sampled light intensities over time with a high level of confidence. To ensure 
that the decreased intensity of light over a distance was measureable, a sensor that is sensitive to 
the wavelengths of interest was needed (650-850 nm). Traditional consumer grade CCD sensors 
have peak quantum efficiency (QE) of ~30%, while many contact fNIRS devices use either 
electron multiplier tubes or photomultiplier tubes to increase quantum efficiency to much higher 
values. We identified a CCD technology that increases the QE in the NIR bands to ~70% by 
sampling light from the backside of a thickened CCD sensor, referred to as deep-depletion. The 
Princeton Instruments PIXIS 512B imager (Fig. 2) is a cooled-deep depletion CCD with a 
mechanical shutter and 16-bit analog to digital converter. The mechanical shutter ensures that 
light from the previous frame does not ‘bleed into’ subsequent frames.
The ThorLabs MCLS-1 Multiple Channel Laser supplies the light sources for this project. Two 
wavelengths were chosen, 690nm and 830nm, since those wavelengths are typically used for 
hemoglobin measurements in the brain. Furthermore, the light source accepts a hardware 
modulation signal or serial commands through USB, which allows us to either modulate the light 
sources at a given frequency or multiplex the two sources. The operation of the source can be 
manipulated through this hardware modulation line to turn on/off each of the sources, alternately. 
Using the same pulse source, the PIXIS device can be triggered to collect an image, ensuring that 
the image contains the wavelength of interest.

We then built a configurable experimentation station that contains an optical breadboard from 
Thorlabs. This makes it possible to easily move the cameras, camera angles, height of cameras, 
etc., depending on the experiment we want to run, and the areas on participants that we are 
interested in measuring. We designed the software and hardware configurations using LabView 
to enable a working remote-fNIRS that pulses the light sources (690nm and 830nm) and takes 
pictures at the correct syncing rate to collect measurements of these light sources as they are 
reflected out of a material (such as phantom material, or an arm or head).

6.3.1. Capability to Measure Many Locations with Images

One important advantage that remote-fNIRS has over traditional head-mounted fNIRS is our 
capability to create many ‘light detectors’, resulting in many areas of the brain measured.  
Traditional fNIRS devices measure one brain location via one source-detector pairing (Fig 2). 
Expensive photomultiplier tubes are used for the light detectors, making fNIRS devices increase 
dramatically in price as the number of detectors are increased.  As described next, the remote-
fNIRS does not share this constraint.Our software finds the center of the light source in the 
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images and extracts the reflected light intensities (690nm and 830nm) at a pixel location 
measured to be 3cm from the center of the light source in the image (Figure 4).

 

Figure 4-4. Our algorithms take an image from the 
camera and automatically find the center of the 
light insertion point (source). We then choose 
specific distances from the source insertion point to 
extract light intensity, and essentially create our 
own ‘light detector.’

By looking at different distances from the source insertion point, we can create multiple 
detectors, resulting in multiple source-detector pairings. Each source-detector pairing results in a 
new channel of data, enabling us to measure another area of the brain (Figure 5).

 

Figure 4-5. By looking at different distances from 
the source insertion point, we can create multiple 
detectors, resulting in multiple source-detector 
pairings. Each source-source detector pairing 
resulting in a new channel of data, enabling us to 
measure another area of the brain.

By extracting light intensity values from different pixels in the image, we can create many 
‘detectors’ all around a light source insertion point. Unlike traditional head mounted fNIRS
systems that include the cost of new photomultiplier tubes for each new detector, we can readily 
add detectors by extracting light from different regions of the image. This approach allows us to 
collect channels of data in a 3.5 cm radius surrounding the source insertion point.

6.4 Round 1 Validation Experiments

Three experiments were conducted to validate the remote-fNIRS device by comparing its 
measurements to simultaneous measurements taken with the ISS Oxiplex, a commercial fNIRS 
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device. The ISS OxiplexTS is a frequency-domain tissue spectrometer (Figure 6). The ISS 
device comes with two probes. Each probe has a detector and four light sources. Each light 
source produces near-infrared light at two wavelengths (690nm and 830nm) which are pulsed 
intermittently in time.  In our validation studies, we compare the data from the remote-fNIRS to 
the data acquired by the ISS device.  All three validation studies involve simultaneous 
measurements with the on-body ISS fNIRS and the remote-fNIRS. The three studies included:

1) Systemic Blood Flow Changes in the Arm (n = 10): As a first step, we took simultaneous 
measurements with the remote-fNIRS and the commercial ISS device on participants’ 
arms while the blood flow to the arm was occluded for 3 minutes, resulting in a decrease 
in oxy-hemoglobin.

2) Systemic Blood Flow Changes in the Brain (n = 8): Next, we took simultaneous 
measurements with the remote-fNIRS and the commercial ISS device on participants’ 
foreheads while they held their breath for 20 seconds at a time, repeating the process 
several times.

3) Functional Blood Flow Changes in the Brain (n = 10): Next, we took simultaneous 
measurements with the remote-fNIRS and the commercial ISS device on participants’ 
foreheads while they completed a simple verbal working memory task.

  
Figure 4-6. On the ISS device, the light sources and detectors embedded into two 
rubber probes. A detector and set of light sources (s1, s2, s3, and s4) are placed 
on the head.

6.4.1. Arm Occlusion Experiment

For our first study, we used an arterial arm occlusion experiment because it is known to produce 
large changes in hemoglobin concentration, as measured by fNIRS.

 
Figure 4-7. Arm occlusion study set-up.
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Simultaneous measurements with the on-body (ISS) and the remote-fNIRS sensors were taken. 
In order to avoid interference between the light sources and detectors, the ISS probe was placed 
on the other side of the arm as seen in Figure 7. Ten individuals participated in the experiment, 
with each individual partaking in two trials of the experiment. Measurements were taken for one 
minute of baseline, then arm occlusion using a sphygmomanometer at 180mmHg occurred for 
three minutes, with a final two minutes of rest occurring to allow the blood flow in participants’ 
arms to return to baseline. This resulted in a total of 360 seconds (6 minutes) per arm trial. After 
several minutes of rest, measurements were repeated with the positions of the ISS device and the 
remote device switched, resulting in 20 occlusions total (10 subjects, repeated twice). 

The ISS device was set to sample at 2 Hz and the PIXIS camera sampled at 2.13 Hz throughout 
the experiment. Since large source-detector distances are needed for sampling the brain, we 
chose to analyze only the data resulting from the 3 cm source-detector distance, not the shorter 
distances. For the remote NIRS data only those pixels of the camera were analyzed, which also 
correspond to 3 cm source-detector distance.    

Preprocessing of the data included detrending and normalizing light intensity values in each 
channel by their own baseline values. We then applied a moving average band pass  (.5 and .01 
Hz) filter to the data and we used the modified Beer-Lambert Law [8, 19] to convert our light 

hemoglobin concentration changes, as well as the corresponding error bars, across all 10 
participants for trials 1 and 2 as measured by the ISS device. The bottom of the figure shows the 

ets have been 
discarded due to motion artifacts.

Figure 4-8
corresponding error bars, across all 10 participants for trial 1 
and trial 2 (resulting in total n of 20) as measured by the ISS 
device (top) and remote PIXIS camera (bottom). The two 
vertical black lines in each figure represent the times that 
occlusion began and ended.
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Visually, it is clear from the graphs that both the ISS device and the PIXIS device were able to 
measure the effect of arterial occlusion on oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. It is 
promising to note that the PIXIS camera was sensitive to both wavelengths of 690 and 830nm at 
a source detector distance of 3 cm, which is needed to generate v
the brain. Also, it is promising to see the similarities between the ISS data and that acquired by 
the remote PIXIS set-up.  Having said that, the PIXIS data does have a lower signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) as indicated by the larger error bars and smaller signals.

6.4.2. Brain imaging – a Breath Holding Experiment

Next, we conducted an experiment to measure systematic changes in the brain caused by breath 
holding. Measurements were taken for 1 minute of baseline, and participants sat with their eyes 
closed and their heads held by a chin rest to reduce motion.  Then participants were instructed to 
hold their breath after exhalation for 20 seconds at a time, followed by 40 seconds of rest. They 
repeated this process (20 seconds of breath holding and 40 seconds to recover) for 3 minutes 
total. Finally, participants rested for 1 minute while the blood flow in their head returned to 
baseline. Thus, each experiment lasted for 5 minutes.

The same process as that described in section 5.1 was used on this experiment data. Figure 9 

measured by the ISS device (top) and remote PIXIS camera (bottom). Data from 1 subject was 
excluded due to motion. The vertical black lines in each figure represent the times of breath 
holding (BH).

Once again, results are promising as we see similar activation with the ISS and remote-fNIRS 
devices (although the remote-fNIRS again has more noise in the signal and a lower magnitude).

 
Figure 4-9
7 participants as measured by the ISS device (top) and remote PIXIS camera 
(bottom) over time. The vertical black lines represent breath holding (BH). B) Same 
data set, but further averaged over the three breath holding periods.

A B
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6.4.3. Functional Brain Imaging—A Workload Experiment

The arm occlusion and breath holding experiments involved well validated techniques for 
limiting the blood flow and/or oxygenation of the blood in the arm and head regions. These 
techniques have been repeatedly found to cause systemic changes in people’s bodies, and we 
demonstrated our capability to measure those changes remotely.

The next step involves the measurement of functional brain activation—where the brain is 
activated in specific brain regions while a person conducts an information processing task. Much 
of our prior research has used commercial fNIRS devices to measure, and predict, mental states 
such as workload, frustration, trust, and suspicion by looking at the blood flow in specific brain 
regions [12-14]. A remote-fNIRS capable of making these predictions would be valuable in the 
human performance domain. Thus, our final experiment was based on a well validated working 
memory task, called the n-back task. While sitting with their heads in a chin rest to reduce 
motion, participants did the 1back and 3back version of the nback experiment, with 15 seconds 
of rest inserted after each task to allow the brain to return to baseline. The 3back task requires 
participants to hold, and manipulate, three items in working memory at a time, while the easier 
1back task only requires one item at a time to be held in working memory.

Measuring functional brain activation, such as that caused by an nback task, is more difficult 
than measuring the systemic changes of breath holding and occlusion because localized regions 
of activation could be missed with a small number of sensors, and individual differences in brain 
activation can make it difficult to find average trends across participants. With this in mind, we 
ran two sessions of the experiment for each participant. In the first session they completed the 
nback tasks with the ISS fNIRS placed on the right side of the forehead and the remote-fNIRS 
focused on the left side of the forehead. In the second session we switched the locations, so that 
the ISS and remote-fNIRS each had an opportunity to take nback measurements from the left and 
right sides of the forehead.

 

Figure 4-10
corresponding error bars, across 9 participants as measured 
by the ISS device (left) and remote PIXIS camera (right) over 
time.

The results (averaged across both hemispheres and all participants) from the nback experiments 
are available in Figure 10.  Although we see the expected trend of oxy-hemoglobin increasing 
and then leveling off during the tasks, the results were not as nicely synchronized as with the 
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occlusion and breath holding studies. We identified several experimental design issues that may 
have affected the data, and we just completed data collection (n = 12) on another workload 
experiment. In particular, we changed our task to the multitasking scenario in the Multi-Attribute 
Task Battery, and we only measure one location in the center of the forehead (the FpZ site) to 
remove the effects of individual differences with regard to brain lateralization on the data3.

It is also likely that small participant movements caused by participants’ use of the mouse and 
keyboard—despite their chins being placed in a chinrest-- may have caused motion artifacts in 
signal, further confounding the results.

6.5 Round 2 Validation Experiments: Including CMOS Cameras and Motion Artifact 
Correction

We also created a more cost-efficient version of the remote fNIRS that includes two CMOS 
cameras (Figure 11), where each camera is configured to measure a different light intensity, in 
the example provided, either the 690nm or the 830nm light intensities, enabling the wavelengths 
of light to be multiplexed rather than modulated.  These imagers are much lower cost and have a 
smaller footprint than the relatively large and cumbersome PIXIS camera. Each imager with lens 
is ~4x2x2 inches, while the PIXIS is >8x4x4 inches.

Figure 4-11. CMOS cameras added to experimental set-up

After setting up the CMOS cameras, another round of validation studies was run to establish the 
feasibility of the CMOS and PIXIS based remote fNIRS systems. We also noticed during our 
first round of experiments that even though participant movement was minimized, very small 
movements did create motion artifacts in the resulting data. Therefore, we researched a myriad of 
motion correction signal processing techniques (see Appendix) into our data analysis, and we 
modified our data processing code to incorporate motion artifact correction on the data, as 
reflected in the results below.

                   
3 Data is currently being analyzed. Initial results available upon request to Dr. Hirshfield. 
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6.5.1. Experiment 1: Leg Occlusion

For the leg occlusion study, 11 participants were recruited and written consent was obtained 
from all subjects after a description of the study. The commercial fNIRS probe was attached 55% 
of the way from the ankle to the knee on the inner right calf. The laser of the remote fNIRS 
(comprised of a 685 nm and 830 nm laser and either a PIXIS or two CMOS cameras) was trained 
on the same spot on the other side of the same calf. Participants were seated with their right leg 
extended on a small stool, instructed not to move, and the leg was secured using velcro straps. 
After 60 s of rest, a blood pressure cuff attached just above the knee was inflated to 160 mmHg 
for 180 s. After deflation, there was a 120 s period of rest. Upon completion, subjects were 
instructed to stand up and move around to return to a normal state of blood flow before the trial 
was repeated using the other type of camera. The order of the cameras was pseudo-randomized.

A blob detection algorithm was used to automatically detect the light source insertion point in all 
images and then to automatically extract light intensity values (685nm and 830nm) at 3cm 
distance from the source insertion point for all CMOS and PIXIS images. This results in a 
dataset of raw light intensity data at a 3cm source-detector distance for the CMOS based remote 
fNIRS, and another dataset for the PIXIS based remote fNIRS. This is the same format as the 
raw data output of the ISS device. Thus, from this point on, all data is filtered and pre-processed 
in the same exact way, to ensure fair comparisons.

All data is bandpass filtered between .01 and .5 Hz, and a sliding window averaging technique is 
used to smooth the resulting data. Then the MARA motion artifact correction algorithm, which 
does spline interpolation based on a sliding standard deviation of the data, is applied to the 
dataset.  Next, the modified beer-lambert law is used to convert the raw light intensity values into 
relative changes in oxy and deoxy-hemoglobin, as shown in the resulting graphs. The graphs in 
Figure 12 show the data averaged across all participants in the experiment with standard error 
bars included.

PIXIS CMOS ISS 

   

Figure 4-12. Results from Leg Occlusion Study

6.5.2. Experiment 2: Breath Holding

For the breath holding study, 12 participants were recruited and written consent was obtained 
from all subjects after a description of the study. The commercial fNIRS was attached with the 
right edge of the probe 1 cm to the left of the center of the forehead, ensuring that the probe’s 
light detector was on the far side to limit interference from the remote fNIRS. The laser of the 
remote fNIRS (comprised of a 685 nm and 830 nm laser and either a PIXIS or two CMOS 
cameras) was focused 3 cm above the right eyebrow and 3 cm to the right of the center of the 
subject’s forehead. Participants were trained to exhale all of their breath quickly and hold it when 
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instructed. Subjects’ heads were then secured to a chinrest using spandex material, with their 
forehead against a metal frame. Data was collected as participants breathed normally for 60 s 
then held their breath for 30 s with a 90 s rest that followed. Participants then repeated the 30 s 
breath hold and 90 s rest. Upon completion, the trial was repeated using the other type of camera. 
The order of the cameras was pseudo-randomized.

A blob detection algorithm was used to automatically detect the light source insertion point in all 
images and then to automatically extract light intensity values (685nm and 830nm) at 3cm 
distance from the source insertion point for all CMOS and PIXIS images. This results in a 
dataset of raw light intensity data at a 3cm source-detector distance for the CMOS based remote 
fNIRS, and another dataset for the PIXIS based remote fNIRS. This is the same format as the 
raw data output of the ISS device. Thus, from this point on, all data is filtered and pre-processed 
in the same exact way, to ensure fair comparisons.

All data is bandpass filtered between .01 and .5 Hz, and a sliding window averaging technique is 
used to smooth the resulting data. Then the MARA motion artifact correction algorithm, which 
does spline interpolation based on a sliding standard deviation of the data, is applied to the 
dataset.  Next, the modified beer-lambert law is used to convert the raw light intensity values into 
relative changes in oxy and deoxy-hemoglobin, as shown in the resulting graphs. The graphs in 
Figure 13 show the data averaged across all participants in the experiment with standard error 
bars included.

PIXIS CMOS ISS 

   

Figure 4-13. Results from Breath Holding Study

6.5.3. Experiment 3: MATB versus Controlled Rest Workload Study

Issues with our first (round 1 validation studies) workload study from last summer stemmed from 
the task chosen and the probe placements. In the first workload study, the n-back task was not 
difficult enough to create consistent functional activation in the regions that our sensors were 
placed. Therefore, we chose to use the Air Force Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB) as our 
task, as the multi-tasking scenario creates much more functional brain activation than the n-back 
task. Also, we are limited by the number of measurement channels available with each fNIRS 
device. In the first workload study, we chose to measure one region on the left and one region on 
the right side of the brain during studies. We believe that individual differences in the 
lateralization between the two hemispheres of the brain made it difficult for us to interpret our 
results when we averaged the data across participants. Therefore, in this study we only made 
measurements in the center of the forehead, at the FpZ location on the forehead, in order to avoid 
these lateralization issues.
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Twelve participants were gathered for the workload study and written consent was collected after 
a description of the study. Participants were trained on the AF_MATB program the week prior to 
data collection. They were instructed on the objectives and controls of the program before 
playing 5 min of the easy difficulty setting and then completed a NASA TLX survey. This was 
repeated for the moderate and high difficulty settings. Upon arrival for data collection, 
participants were re-trained for 90 s on the high difficulty setting and completed a TLX survey. 
Their performance, survey responses, and a short qualitative interview were used to determine 
the difficulty that would be used for their trials (either moderate or difficult). Subjects who 
ranked their frustration higher than 10 on the TLX or expressed uncertainty on their performance 
in the interview were assigned the moderate setting. Participants’ heads were secured to an 
upright chinrest using spandex material while their head rested against a metal frame. Three 
trials were conducted each with the commercial fNIRS, the CMOS cameras or the PIXIS camera. 
In each trial the sensor was focused just to left of the FpZ location while the light source(s) was 
just to the right. Participants had two tasks during the trials. The first was to look at a MATB 
screenshot with the word “REST” across the center; this was the control (Figure 14). The second 
was to actually play the MATB program at their appropriate difficulty setting. The trial began 
with 60 s control, followed by 4 cycles of 90 s gameplay then 60 s control. The order of the 
sensors was pseudo-randomized.

 

 

Figure 4-14. MATB Experimental Set-Up

A blob detection algorithm was used to automatically detect the light source insertion point in all 
images and then to automatically extract light intensity values (685nm and 830nm) at 3cm 
distance from the source insertion point for all CMOS and PIXIS images. This results in a 
dataset of raw light intensity data at a 3cm source-detector distance for the CMOS based remote 
fNIRS, and another dataset for the PIXIS based remote fNIRS. This is the same format as the 
raw data output of the ISS device. Thus, from this point on, all data is filtered and pre-processed 
in the same exact way, to ensure fair comparisons.

All data is bandpass filtered between .01 and .5 Hz, and a sliding window averaging technique is 
used to smooth the resulting data. Then the MARA motion artifact correction algorithm, which 
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does spline interpolation based on a sliding standard deviation of the data, is applied to the 
dataset.  Next, the modified beer-lambert law is used to convert the raw light intensity values into 
relative changes in oxy and deoxy-hemoglobin, as shown in the resulting graphs. The graphs in 
Figure 15 show the data averaged across all participants in the experiment with standard error 
bars included.

PIXIS CMOS ISS 

   

Figure 4-15. Results from MATB Experiment

6.6 Code and User Manuals

All code developed during this research is available on github so that SRA and AFRL can readily 
access and interpret the code. All manuals are included with this report submission.
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6.9 Appendix – Review of Literature on Motion Artifact Correction

This work occurred over the course of several years, and it would not have been possible without 
support, at various times, from a handful of skilled interdisciplinary

Motion artifact correction
This section provides an overview of motion artifact correction techniques, and it details the 
techniques that we tested on our datasets. In local fNIRS measurements, the origin of difficult-to-
correct noise tends to be motion artifact, which causes a slight decoupling between the sensor 
and the skin. In a remote sensing context, this issue is magnified, since even the slightest 
movement (which in the stationary context might not cause sensor-skin decoupling) results in the 
light taking a somewhat different path through the tissue and back to the sensor, resulting in a 
new area being probed. 

In a local sensing context, several methods have been explored for motion correction beyond 
basic bandpass filtering. Complementary devices such as an accelerometer or a short-separation 
fNIRS channel can be used to describe and remove noise. But these may be insufficient for the 
present context. In this report, we first describe an approach which we think should solve the 
problem in future experiments, before describing progress applying the more sophisticated 
fNIRS post-processing techniques.

Motion Correction by Concurrent Image Processing

With the addition of an ordinary camera, you could quantify the amount of motion between 
measurements. Each pixel of skin can be distinguished from its neighbor in an image. When this 
difference is amplified, the difference can be visualized.

In the current setup, the remote fNIRS always aims at the same location but the target moves. 
The ordinary camera would have an initial pixel signature for the exact location the fNIRS was 
measuring. 

           

When that pixel group switched location, the associated data could be tagged with a measure 
quantifying the degree and angle of movement. A team at MIT provides open source Matlab 
code for this type of video processing and motion amplification. Under controlled conditions, the 
researchers used this codebase to recover sound from images (Durand, 2015). (Sound is a 
physical force which causes predictable movements to objects; when that movement is 
amplified, the sound can be reverse engineered). 

The motion-tagging system could then be used to reject measurements or trials, as well as 
provide quantitative grounds for additional smoothing. In a more advanced setup, the remote 
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fNIRS could move adaptively in response to how the pixel-set-under-investigation had moved. It 
could therefore guarantee that it always targeted the same region, minimizing the angle between 
subject and sensor. 

Movable fNIRS

Given that the major affordance of remote sensing (compared to local sensing) is positional 
flexibility, it makes sense to start iterating on technology for placing the sensor on a digitally 
controllable stand as quickly as possible. 

This would allow for multiple regions to be probed simultaneously with little additional effort. 
Thinking about the brain as a neatly organized system, with isolated regions, independently 
computing some specific cognitive function, is becoming outdated in modern neuroscience. The 
moderate localization of the brain is sufficient to make better-than-chance estimates about 
cognitive state in a single probe setup. But in a more accurate system for predicting cognitive 
state, the brain needs to be recognized as a network, where the relevant information is contained 
in traffic and interneuronal communication - in fNIRS terms, the conditional activation between 
oxygenation values at different regions. 

With a flexible probing setup, in cross-talk with concurrent data processing, probe movement 
patterns could be calibrated for each subject’s brain. A standard cognitive workload procedure 
might be thought of as a series of binary searches over the user’s forehead. In a conservative 
estimate, fNIRS could probe 10 unique locations a second and only need to revisit a location 
every 3 seconds (bound by the movement of blood). This means each trial could evaluate 30 
different regions. The user would perform an easy and a hard version of the workload induction 
task, as the fNIRS collected data on those 30 regions. It would then rank these regions by the 
separability of their time series between the easy and hard trial, as well as the regions between-
region similarity, favoring regions which had low correlation in one trial but high in another trial. 

With the information obtained from the first pair of trials, subsequent trials could then be used to 
search the most informative regions with further precision. In one calibration style, there would 
be three types of region search, and you would continuously change the amount of camera 
attention dedicated to a particular type. Each pair of trials would complete a mixture of randomly 
searching for new regions, investigating a broader area near the best region, and collecting more 
information about the best region. Over multiple trials, the software would gradually discover, 
with precision beyond that afforded by ordinary fNIRS, the most effective regions for 
discriminating different classes of cognitive workload on that subject. The most effective regions 
discovered from one subject would inform the starting point of search for future subjects. 

Once calibrated on a satisfactory set of regions, the movability of fNIRS can instead be 
leveraged for concurrently measuring other subjects. If no other subjects are present, then it can 
probe a larger surface area around the best regions, and average the different values. This 
averaging should function as a form of motion correction, since the effect of individual 
movement is made less drastic.

Adaptive Filtering

An ordinary camera (Poh, 2010) or a slight modification to the remote fNIRS setup may also be 
used to perform adaptive filtering. Adaptive filtering is a promising technique for filtering 
systemic trends in local fNIRS data (Zhang, 2009). Bandpass filtering successfully removes 
breathing and heart rate. But it leaves in tact spontaneous low frequency oscillations that do not 
have neurological origin. These oscillations would be present in both a shallow and deep source-
detector pairing, and could be eliminated from the deep source-detector pairing with knowledge 
about what frequencies were common between them. 
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Wavelet filtering

In addition, we have explored the capability of a more extensive motion filtering approach 
(beyond basic bandpass filtering) on the existing data. We have applied the Wavelet-MDL 
detrending algorithm proposed in Jang, 2009. In the analysis of local fNIRS data, a noisy global 
trend, occurring because of breathing or cardiovascular patterns, motion, instrument instability, 
or other experimental noise, can interfere with the signal. 

In previous analyses, we have applied bandpass filtering with cut-offs at 0.01 and 0.1 hz, 
meaning we expect the signal of interest to oscillate at a scale somewhere between ten and a 
hundred seconds, and deem any other high frequency or low frequency trends to be noise. But, 
especially considering the unpredictability of a remote processing setup, noise components could 
exist at very similar frequency bands to where we expect our signal. Thus, the need for a more 
advanced filtering technique. 

The Wavelet-MDL filter has been found to mitigate noisy trends by decomposing fNIRS 
measurements into its constituent global trends and noise components, and recharacterizing the 
signal so that it only contains meaningful hemodynamic trends. We have all of our graphs from 
the wavelet detrending if you’d like to see them (in the end we chose spline interpolation, which 
is used in the graphs presented below)

Spline Interpolation
The spline interpolation approach we evaluated is that described by Scholkmann et al. (2010). 
Once periods of motion artifact have been defined each of those periods is modeled one by one, 
through-out each fNIRS time-course using the functions pulled from the ‘SPM for fNIRS 
Toolbox’. Each period of modeled data is then subtracted from that period of the original data. In 
order to produce a continuous signal all the data points after the start of the corrected motion 
segment are shifted by a constant value. This value is defined as the difference between the mean 
of the signal at the start of the corrected motion period and the mean of the signal prior to the 
corrected motion period. The durations over which these means are calculated must be variable, 
as the length of motion artifacts and the length of the data prior to each motion artifact is also 
variable. These durations were defined using the framework set out in Scholkmann et al. (2010). 
This approach was ultimately chosen as the best approach and used on the data presented in this 
report. In addition to being the best performer in comparisons made of various artifact correction 
techniques in the literature, this algorithm yielded the best results on our dataset.

7.0 TRUST IN SOFTWARE CODE
The trust in software code project comprised several experimental studies intended to validate 
elements of the proposed descriptive model of computer code trustworthiness as defined in a 
cognitive task analysis conducted under ICER Task Order 30 (Alarcon, Militello, Ryan, Jessup, 
Calhoun, & Lyons, 2016). This research, including the report described below, was instantiated 
through two separate studies. Study 1 examined readability, organization, and reputation while 
Study 2 examined commenting style, validity, and placement. Both studies were replicated using 
“in-person” and virtual (Mechanical Turk) software programmers as participants.

7.1 Introduction

When software code is acquired from a third party or version control repository, programmers 
assign a level of trust to the code. This trust prompts them to use the code as-is, make minor 
changes, or rewrite it, which can increase costs and delay deployment. This paper discusses types 
of degradations to code based on readability and organization expectations and how to present 
that code as part of a study on programmer trust. Degradations were applied to sixteen of 
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eighteen Java classes that were labeled as acquired from reputable or unknown sources. In a pilot 
study, participants were asked to determine a level of trustworthiness and whether they would 
use the code without changes. The results of the pilot study are presented to provide a baseline 
for the continuance of the study to a larger set of participants and to make adjustments to the 
presentation environment to improve user experience.

A programmer’s trust in another’s code, that is, code that the programmer did not write, is an 
important but often overlooked part of software projects. Misplaced suspicion can incur 
additional software development time and cost with programmers rewriting code that already 
performs correctly and meets requirements, as well as cause programmers to doubt and focus 
their debugging on code they use but do not trust. In addition to wasted development time, 
during rewrite programmers can introduce their own bugs.

The issues with a lack of trust extend beyond code that is written by individuals, in-house teams, 
or third-party vendors. Machine generated code can also be perceived as untrustworthy if it is 
incompatible with programmer expectations, leading to disapproval for its use. Since machines 
are increasingly relied on for code generation, programmers must ensure the codes meets 
requirements, can be reused in different environments, and can be maintained, without being 
sidetracked due to their distrust of the manner in which the code was written. This perception is 
problematic as future machines may be tasked to autonomously adapt their code to certain 
situations. If code must go through a certification process, for example to meet security 
requirements, delays in redeployment can be exacerbated if the machine generated code must be 
rewritten due to mistrust. We propose that if human and machine-generated code adheres to a set 
of coding styles that are expected by intermediate and expert programmers of the language used, 
it would improve its trustworthiness. Ideally, this would lead to a greater trust in code given to 
contractors or received by companies, preventing programmers from losing time “fixing” 
working code and potentially allowing machine-written code to be as trusted as a human-written 
version.

This paper examines an initial set of factors to determine their relationship to programmer trust 
in code written by someone else. Two of the factors, readability and organization, are the first in 
a series of factors to be studied that point to specific ways working code can be degraded to 
potentially decrease trustworthiness in its incorporation or use by a software developer. These 
factors were identified using a cognitive task analysis (CTA) as described in [1]. Using a web-
based platform, eighteen (18) Java classes are presented as images to study participant responses. 
In addition to their degradations, each Java class is labeled as coming from a reputable or 
unknown source. Participants are asked to rate the trustworthiness of the code and determine if
they would use the code without changes. The main research questions (RQ) for the study are:

RQ1: Does the readability of code affect its trustworthiness?
RQ2: Does the organization of code affect its trustworthiness?
RQ3: Does basic knowledge of the source of the code (i.e. reputable vs. unknown) affect 
its trustworthiness?
RQ4: Is the trustworthiness rating of the code related to whether a programmer would or 
would not use the code? 

In this paper, we overview the platform created for the study. We detail finer-grained 
degradations, along with providing examples of each, and how they are dispersed throughout the 
code artifacts to designate them as low, medium, or high readability or organization. We discuss 
the results of a pilot study of 12 participants, which provided foresight into the potential results 
of the full study planned for 72 participants. The pilot study also provided an understanding of 
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usability of the platform, whether the image-based interface was appropriate for code 
trustworthiness assessment, and what the average time was to complete the study. 

7.2 BACKGROUND

There are few studies regarding why programmers trust some code over others. Kelly and 
Shepard [2] looked at the number of coding errors found in software inspections when those 
inspections were performed individually versus those performed by a group. Their findings 
indicated that interacting groups detected fewer new issues and rejected errors detected 
individually. Their study showed a higher likelihood of increased trust in external code when a 
group review is performed over the trust in the same external code given by a single reviewer. 
Rigby and Bird [3] discussed the usefulness of the software review process. They focused on the 
benefits of finding errors and discussing potential solutions in open source code. Because open 
source code is widely trusted by its users, they presented a good example of how discussion can 
lead to greater trust in code that is written by others. By looking at open source projects with 
many users, it is possible to see examples of trusted code written by others. Thus, the acceptance 
of open source code can lead to an increase in the reputation of the programmer(s) who crafted it. 

When a programmer is forced to maintain code with defects, Albayrak and Davenport [4] 
determined that defects in the formatting of the code increases the false positive rate and lowers 
the number of functional defects detected. This study implied that non-logical defects, such as 
the way the code or its comments are formatted, can lead to a mistrust of the code itself, 
regardless of whether the code is logically correct.

Naedele and Koch [5] examined a method of ensuring trust in code after it has been transferred 
to another system for review by another program. The authors focused on how ensuring the 
delivery of tamper-proof code, i.e. nothing happens to the code in transit, along with the 
reputation and liability of the supplier of the code, can determine overall trust. While this focus is 
important in understanding trust decisions, it treats the code as a black box, preventing the code 
itself from being the basis of the trust decision. 

When examining software inspections, Porter, et al. [6] identified one of the causes of variation 
in the outcome of the inspection as Code Unit Factors. These factors include the author, the size 
of the code, when the code was written, and the functionality of the code. The authors showed 
that these are major contributors to the number of defects associated with the code and, thus, 
should be further examined as potential trust markers.

Kopec et al [7] showed that intermediate-level programming students can make drastic mistakes 
on even simple code. Using simple examples, the authors examined multiple correct and 
incorrect methods of solving the same programming problem. The differences among the 
resulting code implied programmers do not write their code in exactly the same way. The study 
indicated the possibility that programmers may be less likely to understand and, by extension, 
trust, code that is unlike the code they write.

The readability of code has been previously studied, though not from a perspective of 
trustworthiness. Tashtoush et al. [8] defined a formula to automatically analyze the readability of 
simple Java code. They used online surveys to establish individual weights for each feature, then 
tested the readability of code samples with those features to fine-tune their algorithm. They 
found that some features, such as meaningful variable names and consistency, raised the overall 
readability of the code samples, while others, such as recursive functions, nested loops, and 
arithmetic formulas, lowered the overall readability. As some algorithms cannot be written 
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without the use of recursion or nested loops, it is important to understand the factors that can be 
adjusted to ensure that code samples which include these features are still readable.

7.3 Findings: Readability and organization degradations

For this study, we examined detailed degradations of readability and organization, along with a 
simple distinction between the code source of reputable or unknown. These three factors were 
identified by a cognitive task analysis associated with the study [1].  The factors were identified 
as those that led to greater transparency in the code, which is believed to increase its 
trustworthiness.  Readability is defined as the ease with which a programmer or analyst can 
review the code and understand its intent. Organization is defined as the manner in which the 
control structure and logic of the code is represented and understandable. 

We targeted Java classes for the study as it is one of the more popular programming languages. 
Thus, readability and organization qualities were derived from Java Style Guides [9-11], an 
extensive search of questions and answers on stackoverflow.com, and a commonly used 
undergraduate textbook [12] for Java coding standards and common practices.

Table 1 lists the readability degradations that were imposed on the code. Misuse of case is 
segregated into the different entities where the wrong case used in the name could signal a 
novice programmer. Misuse of braces can impact readability because brace usage stems from 
early training on Java convention.
Table 7-1. Readability Degradations

1. Misuse of case

a) For packages
b) For classes and interfaces
c) For methods and variables
d) For constants

2. Misuse of braces

a) Line break before an opening brace
b) No line break after an opening brace
c) No line break before a closing brace
d) Line break after a brace that precedes an else
e) Missing a space before an opening or closing brace

3. Misuse of indentation a) Improper indentation given code position
b) Inconsistent indentation

4. Improper line length and line wrapping
a) Unnecessarily exceeds character limit without wrapping
b) Missing blank lines to indicate logical grouping
c) Use of too many and unnecessary blank lines

In some languages proper indentation is required, so high skilled programmers maintain proper 
indentation even when it is not needed for accurate code execution. The last readability 
degradation points to line length and line wrapping. How long a line is and how blank lines are 
managed can point to programmers that are unconcerned about their code being read by others.  
Along with improper use, inconsistent use of accepted conventions can indicate poor training of 
an individual or group of programmers.

Table 2 lists the organization degradations that were imposed on the code. These degradations 
focused on the structural manifestation of the code and highlighted the programmer’s mindset 
and training. For example, how a programmer groups methods, including those that are 
overloaded, may indicate how the code was derived initially and later revised.
Table 7-2, Organization Degradations

1. Poor grouping of methods a) Any form

2. Misuse of declarations
a) Import statements used improperly
b) More than one variable per line
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c) Variables not initialized as soon as possible
d) Overuse of public instance and class variables

3. Ambiguous control flow

a) Improper, unnecessary, or confusing use of “break” or “continue”
b) Unnecessary or confusing nesting of blocks
c) Multiple function calls or unnecessarily grouping block on one line
d) Switch statement does not have a default case
e) Switch statement with no “break” does not comment explicit 
continuation to next statement group

4. Improper exception handling a) Any form

5. Statements unnecessarily require 
    additional review

a) Compressed if statements
b) Unusual return statements
c) Multiple classes
d) Inconsistent blocks

The misuse of declarations, as described in Table 2, may also indicate code that was revised 
multiple times with the placement of declarations be placed directly with newly inserted code. 
Ambiguous control flow, and improper exception handling may point to a programmer creating 
haphazard code or just being lazy. Statements that may be overly complex or structured in a way 
that requires deeper analysis may indicate a poor programming style or a careless programmer. 
Inconsistency of organization characteristics within the same code may indicate that multiple 
programmers revised the code, which could promote distrust.

A total of 18 code artifacts, i.e. Java classes, for this study, were taken from a variety of sources. 
Either they could be classified as having existing degradations, or we augmented them with 
degradations without creating code that did not compile or produce the intended output. Thus, all 
resulting code artifacts compiles and works as intended. The code was sanitized to prevent the 
study participant from forming any biases. In addition, the study participants were told that all 
comments were removed, again to eliminate bias toward commenting styles and practices, which 
provide different factors for study according to the CTA [1]. Each code artifact was designated 
as

coming from a Reputable or Unknown source
high, medium, or low readability
high, medium, or low organization to satisfy all possible combinations.
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Figure 5-1. Sample Code Presented to Study Participant

A high readability or organization value implies that style guidelines and best practices are 
followed within the code. A medium readability or organization value implies that there are 
multiple instances (generally between 3 and 7) of the same or different degradations. A low 
readability or organization value implies that there are a significant of degradations (generally 
greater than 7 instances) and that there were at least 2 different degradation representations. 

Each degraded artifact had a different selection and combination of degradations, in an effort to 
prevent the code from appearing to be too unnatural or unlike something any coder would write. 
While the number of degradations provided a metric, their inconsistent appearance and their 
percentage of representation given the total lines of code also distinguished between medium and 
low readability or organization. Consistency in the degradation placement in the code was used 
at medium levels with the understanding that it was the way the programmer was trained 
(possibly poorly) to write code. Inconsistency in the application of a degradation throughout the 
code was used at the low levels to potentially indicate that multiple programmers used the code 
or that a single programmer was careless or unconcerned about the reuse of the code. Each code 
artifact was analyzed by five subject matter experts independently from two different 
organizations to ensure that it met the assigned degradation level.
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7.4 Study platform

In order to present the code to study participants for review and a decision on its trustworthiness, 
we constructed a web application platform that allowed the study to be administered in multiple 
cities without loss of data. The platform was created in Ember, a javascript framework allowing 
for minimal communication with a server and for all data to be stored in the browser until the 
completion of the study.

Given that the expected participants needed to have three years of coding experience and 
familiarity with Java, they would examine code using an editor (with color coding) or an IDE, 
such as Eclipse. Such programmers may also search the code, run a code inspection tool on it, 
and see updates by other team members, as well as compile and execute it. These considerations 
complicated the presentation of the information, because every programmer is different and 
simulating one’s environment or process would not necessarily be engaging to another 
programmer. We experimented with presenting a set of images of a single Java class that 
included the class in a standard editor with color coding, the result of an inspection tool, and the 
result of a “diff” command to show differences in versions. Since the only common artifact that 
was acceptable was just the code presentation image, we opted for that in the study. 

Each artifact was on its own page with a general description of what the class was intended to do 
at the top of the page, along with the source. Figure 1 shows a sample page in the study.

Figure 2 – Figure 5 provide samples of degradations. Figure 2 shows multiple readability (R) 
degradations to achieve a low readability level. Line 83 has a line break before an opening brace 
(R2.a). Improper indentation given code position (R3.a) and inconsistent indentation (R3.b) 
appear on lines 85 and 86. Line 88 has no line break before a closing brace (R2.c) and is missing 
a space before a closing brace (R2.e). 

Figure 3 shows multiple organization (O) degradations to achieve a low organization level. Lines 
66-68 have a switch statement with no default case (O3.d) and which has no “break” but does not 
comment explicit continuation to next statement group (O3.e) exhibiting ambiguous control 
flow.  Lines 69-71 displays improper exception handling (O4.a). 

Figure 4 shows an example of combining readability and organization degradations. It has a line 
break before an opening brace (R2.a) and no line break after an opening brace (R2.b) on line 44. 
It also has an overuse of public instance and class variables (O2.d) on lines 38-41. These 
degradations combine with other in this code artifact to have a low readability and a low 
organization.

Figure 5 shows a second example of the misuse of case for methods and variables (R1.c) on line 
37, a line break before an opening brace (R2.a) on line 38, and a compressed if statement 
requiring more in depth review (O5.a) on line 39 in a portion of a code artifact that exhibits 
medium readability and medium organization.

 
Figure 5-2. Sample Readability Degradations
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Figure 5-3. Sample Organization Degradations

 

Figure 5-4. Combined Readability and Organization Degradations (#1)

 

Figure 5-5. Combined Readability and Organization Degradations (#2)

7.5 The Pilot Study

For inclusion in the pilot study participants were required to have at least 3 years of experience 
in computer programming and be a competent Java programmer. Pilot study participants were 
recruited from local industry and from The University of Tulsa computer science graduate 
students. All participants met the requirements of having at least 3 years of programming 
experience and a working knowledge of Java. A total of 12 participants (11 males and 1 female) 
with a mean age of 25.5 years and a SD of 7.5 were recruited for the initial experiment. These 
participants were not compensated. The age range was 21 to 48. Eight participants had 
completed a 4-year degree, 2 had completed a graduate degree, and 2 had less than 4 years of 
college. 

At the start of the study, a user answers demographic questions and self-report surveys which 
include a Mayer-Davis Propensity to Trust Scale [13], a mini IPIP [14], and a series of Suspicion 
Propensity Index (SPI) situational-based items. The participants were then informed of the 
number of code artifacts they will be reviewing, that there were purposely no comments included 
in the artifacts, and that they were reviewing the code only to decide if they would use the code 
in a project that had need of the functions the code claimed it could perform. Participants were 
told that they must decide if they will use or not use the code as it is written. In addition, they 
were asked to rate how trustworthy they found the code using a 7-point Likert scale as shown in 
Figure 1. Participants could ask clarifying questions to study proctors about the code artifacts 
and the operation of the platform.
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7.5.1. Data Collection

The platform collected data from the user as decisions were made. Code artifacts were shown to 
the user one at a time with a description of what the code does and a source, either reputable or 
unknown, for context. After reviewing the code, a user rated the trustworthiness and then clicked 
“Use” or “Don’t Use” (see Figure 1) If a user clicked “Use,” the platform directed them to the 
next code artifact without asking for feedback, as the user deemed the code trustworthy. If a user 
clicked “Don’t Use,” an additional dialog box appeared that asked for comments on why the 
code would not be used, allowing for more detailed feedback on negative answers. After 
inserting comments, the user was then able to click submit, which directed them to next artifact. 

For each content item, a database retained its rating, trust decision, and explanation of mistrust 
against a user ID. If a user attempted to move forward in the study without selecting a trust 
rating, the system responded with a request to choose a rating level before continuing. To ensure 
that a user could exit the study at any time without any personal information being collected, all 
data was stored locally in the browser until the completion of the study.

7.5.2. Evaluation

To address RQ1-RQ3, we analyzed the data using three univariate ANOVAs. ANOVA is a 
collection of statistical tools for analyzing differences between multiple group means. We 
analyzed the data with a null hypothesis of no significant differences among manipulations of 
code. If the null hypothesis was rejected, we applied post hoc Bonferroni analysis to study the 
differences among code manipulations. All the results are reported on the basis of an alpha level 
of 0.05. ANOVA results illustrate significant main effects of readability (F(2,216) = 8.704, 
p<0.001), organization (F(2,216) = 3.306, p=0.039), and source (F(1,214) = 19.526, p<0.001). 
All factors resulted in a critical p value less than the selected significance level, indicating the 
trustworthiness scores differ significantly across degradation groups. The Bonferroni post hoc 
analysis was used to contrast multiple comparisons to determine which mean differences are 
significantly different from each other as discussed below.

Analysis of the readability condition indicates high readability was significantly different from 
medium and low readability, as indicated in Figure 6. High readability led to higher perceptions 
of trustworthiness in the code, but once degraded there were no statistically significant 
differences in perceptions of trustworthiness. The organization condition indicates high 
organization of the code was significantly different from medium and low organization, as 
shown in Figure 7. However, once code was degraded it was perceived as more trustworthy than 
in the high organization condition. Lastly, there was significant difference between reputable and 
unknown sources of code, as depicted in Figure 8. If the code was said to be reputable it was 
perceived as more trustworthy than code from an unknown source.
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Figure 5-6. Readability Analysis

 
Figure 5-7. Organization Analysis

 
Figure 5-8. Source Analysis

Table 3 shows the Use/Don’t Use selections given the artifacts classification for readability and
organization.
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Table 7-3. Pilot Study “Use” and “Don’t Use” Choices for Code Artifacts given their Classifications

To address RQ4, a logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of readability, 
organization and source on the likelihood that participants would use the code. The logistic 

variance in the decision to use the code and correctly classified 65.7% of the cases. Medium 
readability code was 0.34 times less likely to be used, and low readability code was 0.38 times 
less likely to be used than high readability code. Low organization code was 2.31 times more 
likely to be used than high organization code. There was no difference between medium and low 
organization. Code that was from an unknown source was 0.595 times less likely to be used than 
code from a reputable source.

To better understand why there was a difference in trusting organization degradations and if this 
could propagate to the full study, we logged how many times a participant trusted code that had a 
particular degradation. We totaled the number of “don’t use” decisions for artifacts containing a 
particular degradation type and divided by the number of artifacts where that degradation type 
appeared. Dividing that result by the 12 participants yielded the histogram in Figure 9, 
representing the percentage of time a degradation was distrusted when it appeared in a code 
artifact, or strength of the distrust with respect to all degradations.
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Figure 5-9. Percentage of Time a Degradation was Distrusted when it Appeared in a Code Artifact

It is visually apparent that organization degradations have lower levels of distrust as compared to 
the readability degradations. The average strength of distrust over the readability degradations is 
0.43 versus an average of 0.27 for organization degradations. It should be noted that there are 53 
appearances of readability degradations across the 18 code artifacts versus 38 appearances of 
organization degradations. Thus, it is possible that the organization degradations were not as 
apparent as the readability degradations. However, it does not answer the question of why high 
organization caused distrust overall even when readability was low (see also Table 3). Perhaps 
these structural degradations are common even though they are not considered best practices, but 
are coded in this manner for expediency. If Java programmers are unconcerned about 
organization, then it may be suspect if the code is too structured, potentially indicating a novice 
programmer trying to be very careful.

7.6 Discussion and conclusion

In addition to the initial readability, organization, and source analyses, the pilot study provided 
insight into how the platform could be refined to improve both analysis understanding and user 
experience. For analysis understanding, allowing commenting on why a programmer would use 
the code might point to why certain organization degradations were trusted. In fact, some 
participants commented at the end of the study that they wished to explain their choices when 
they would trust the code. The results of the pilot study are encouraging with respect to 
readability and source. Organization degradations may need to be revisited if the full study has a 
similar analysis.

The full study of a larger set participants is underway. These participants are compensated. More 
detailed instructions are given at the start of the study and the code artifacts have not been 
changed. The pilot study participants were timed only from start to finish, but the full study has 
timings associated with each code artifact to provide insight into whether degraded code is more 
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quickly detectable. To improve user experience, a discussion of the code coloration is provided 
prior to the start of the study. The images used a particular SublimeText Theme that results in 
some unexpected text colors requiring users to ask for clarification on specific sections of the 
code. 

Our future effort will expand the analysis to examine the degradations more closely with the 
larger sample size, as well as look at the decision times for each artifact and its relationship to 
the degradations. Additionally, we will further investigate the effect of comments within the 
code and how it relates to perceived code trustworthiness. The plan is to continue the study with 
additional forms of degradation as found in the CTA [1] to develop an understanding of coding 
styles that are commonly mistrusted. Ideally, this could lead to greater trust in code given to 
contractors or acquired by companies, preventing programmers from losing time “fixing” 
working code and potentially allowing machine-written code to be as trusted as a human-written 
version.
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